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7.1 Overview
7.1.1 LINKS WITH OUR TIMES

The 21st century has seen Western governments 
grapple with the threat posed by terrorism. The reaction 
of governments, including the Australian government, 
has been to warn citizens of the threat to our way of life. 
This echoes the period following World War II, when the 
threat to our security was considered to be communism. 
The symbols of modern terrorism may have changed 
from the hammer and sickle of communism, but our 
attitudes towards today’s threats can be illuminated by 
events and political crises of earlier times.

BIG QUESTIONS
1 How did the post-war ideologies and fears of the Cold 

War infl uence Australia’s attitudes towards our Asian 
neighbours, particularly China, Korea and Vietnam?

2 Explain the infl uence of McCarthyism and other anti-
communist sentiments on Australian society.

3 What were the causes and effects of the Petrov Affair, and 
its signifi cance in Australian politics and society?

4 What were the causes of the Vietnam War and its effects 
on Australia?

5 How did changing political ideologies infl uence the election 
of the Whitlam government in 1972?

6 Identify and analyse the different interpretations that have 
been applied to the dismissal of the Whitlam government 
in 1975.

7 What has been the effect on Australia of developments that 
occurred during the period of the Whitlam government?

STARTER QUESTIONS
1 What do you know about communism? Identify two 

countries in the world that identify themselves as 
communist today.

2 Why do you think Australians might have been fearful of 
communism during the Cold War? Do events of the last 
30 years suggest that these fears were justifi ed?

3 Do you know why large numbers of refugees came to 
Australia from Vietnam during the 1970s and early 1980s?

4 Who was Gough Whitlam? Can you describe two things 
you know about him?

5 What is the role of Australia in Asia today? How do you 
think Australia’s attitudes towards Asia might have changed 
in the 70 years since World War II?

A TIMELINE OF AUSTRALIAN AND 
INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL 
EVENTS, 1945–75

1950
Menzies government 
attempts to ban the 

Communist Party

1949
ASIO established

Menzies government 
wins election

1951 
High Court finds 

Communist Party ban 
unconstitutional

Australia signs the 
ANZUS pact

1954
Australia signs the 

SEATO Treaty
Vladimir Petrov defects

1955 
Labor Party splits in 

Victoria

1957
Anti-Communist ALP 

renamed as DLP
ALP splits in Queensland

1964
Conscription introduced 

in Australia

1965
Menzies commits 

Australian combat troops 
to Vietnam

1945
Russian troops occupy northern 
Korea
Japanese surrender
Independent Democratic
Republic of Vietnam declared

1947
US House Un-American Activities 
Committee begins investigations

1948
Anti-communist government in 
South Korea
Outbreak of hostilities in Malaya
Vietnamese war of independence 
against French rule begins

1949
Chinese Communist Party 
establishes Peoples’ Republic of 
China

1950
North Korea invades South Korea 
Australian forces sent to Korea and 
Malaya

1953
Korean armistice signed

1954
Pro-French forces defeated; 
temporary division of Vietnam

1955
Pro-western Republic of Vietnam 
set up in the south

1962
Australia sends first military 
advisers to South Vietnam

1964
Gulf of Tonkin incident

1975

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1945

CE

CE

1966 
First Australian 

conscripts sent to 
Vietnam Coalition wins 

federal election on 
Vietnam issue

1972
Electoral victory of 
Labor Party led by 

Gough Whitlam

1974
Double dissolution 

election and joint sitting 
of Parliament

1975
Whitlam government 

dismissed
Landslide defeat of 
Labor government

1968
US President Johnson announces 
Vietnam peace talks in Paris 
400 Vietnamese civilians killed in 
My Lai massacre

1969
President Nixon begins withdrawal 
of US troops from Vietnam

1973
Vietnam Peace Accord signed in 
Paris

1975
North Vietnamese and NLF forces 
enter Saigon as South is defeated

1975

1950

1955

1960

1970

1945

CE

CE
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7.2 Examining the evidence

7.2.1 How do we know about Australia in the post-World War II era?
Th e last 70 years have seen an explosion in the variety of media available to us to provide evidence 
of the events of the post-World War II era. Before the proliferation of online news sources we have 
today, print newspapers provided detailed analysis of events as they occurred; news broadcasts on 
radio, and later television, recorded the events of the day; and governments kept detailed documents 
related to their decision-making. All of these sources can be located in archives, and many of the 
visual sources from the period are now readily available on internet resources such as YouTube. In 
addition to these sources, because more than 15 per cent 
of Australians are over 65 years old, many have fi rsthand 
experience of the events of the post-war era.

Newspaper stories
Although the circulation of print versions of newspapers has 
declined, they have been a valuable source for historians for 
almost two centuries. All capital cities in Australia have had 
daily newspapers and these document the news and issues 
of the time. Historical editions of newspapers are being 
digitised, so it is possible to see a copy of a paper from many 
decades ago. 

A host of new news websites, often with alternative 
or independent perspectives, are becoming increasingly 
important as news sources. Australian examples of 
independent media outlets are Crikey and New Matilda.

Newspapers contain stories that attempt to provide facts 
on an issue, as well as opinion pieces that seek to interpret 
these events. Often the two can occur within one story, 
so it is important to recognise opinion or bias within a 
news story. For these reasons, newspapers may be useful 
for the historian, but should be cross-checked with other 
sources. Online blogs and other news and opinion delivered 
via social media should also be interrogated for bias by 
any researcher.

Film and TV
Th e era since World War II has seen the fl owering of 
fi lm and television as a source of both entertainment 
and information. Audiovisual resources have been kept, 
stored and maintained, so that we can see footage from 
the last 100 years. Television news and current aff airs 
have often provided much of the population with 
their main source of information on contemporary 
events. Th e Vietnam War is often described as the ‘fi rst 
television war’ because footage from the war was aired 
nightly on news broadcasts. Many historians believe that 
bringing the war into peoples’ living rooms in this way 
may have contributed to the growing unpopularity of 
the war during the late 1960s (see source 2).

Before the television era, people gained much of their 
information on current events from newsreel fi lms. At every 
showing of movies in a cinema, a newsreel fi lm would be 
shown, usually about 10 minutes long, giving a summary of 

source 1 Front page of The Age 
newspaper reporting on the Whitlam 
dismissal in November 1975

archives a collection 
of public records or 
historical documents 
stored together in 
the one location

bias prejudice, 
leaning towards one 
view of things

source 2 Images such as this brought the brutality of the 
Vietnam War into peoples’ living rooms.
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important current events. Th e newsreel died out in the late 1950s as television was able to provide more 
immediate coverage. Much of the newsreel footage of the 1940s and 1950s has been preserved in the 
National Film and Sound Archive, and can give us insights into that era.

Government documents
All governments keep large numbers of documents relating to their decision-making processes. Many 
of these documents are confi dential and so are not readily available to the public. After a period of 
time this material is released and becomes available for public scrutiny. Until 2010 Cabinet records 
became publicly available only after 30 years, but by 2020, records will be available after 20 years. 
From 1 January 2017 Cabinet records for 1992 and 1993 became available for the fi rst time, allowing 
us to examine the reasons behind many government decisions made during those two years.

Another source of information relevant to political decision-making is Hansard, the offi  cial 
record of all parliamentary business. All debates on legislation, ministerial statements and 
questions asked of ministers are recorded and are publicly available. Hansard records can often 
give us an idea of government policies at a given time, but reasons and justifi cations for those 
policies may also be revealed.

Personal recollections
Th e last 60 years has seen an explosion in political autobiographies and the publication of memoirs. 
Almost every prime minister and many other signifi cant fi gures have recorded their experiences in 
politics, and these often give us insight into the reasons particular decisions were made. Individual 
memoirs, autobiographies and recollections must always be approached with caution. Politicians will 
always want to ensure that their legacy is viewed in the most positive light, so they will tend to 
highlight the achievements they are most proud of, while playing down their mistakes.

source 3 Politicians, both retired and current, regularly publish their political memoirs. Some even 
write children’s books and novels!

7.2 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

check your undersTAnding

1 Outline why you should be cautious when 
using a newspaper story as a source for 
historical research.

2 How can Hansard be a valuable source for 
historians?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 Of the types of evidence discussed above, 
which do you think might be the most 
reliable, and which do you think the least 
reliable? Justify your choice.

4 What might be the strengths and weaknesses 
of a memoir written by a retired politician, 

compared with a book written by a journalist 
about that same politician?

deTermining hisToricAl significAnce

5 When researching a particular event in the 
recent past, historian A has access to a 
newspaper story and a newsreel from an 
archive, both from the period when the event 
occurred. Historian B has access to the same 
sources as well as people who lived through 
the events and are still alive. Explain, in your 
opinion, which historian would have the 
better opportunity to determine the historical 
signifi cance of the event on people’s lives.

did you know?

The National Film 
and Sound Archive 
has more than 
4000 Australian 
newsreels from 
1929 to 1975 
in its Newsreel 
Collection. The two 
main series were 
the Cinesound 
Review and the 
Fox Movietone 
News. Each 
newsreel usually 
contained up 
to fi ve different 
segments, 
covering many 
signifi cant events 
in our political, 
social and cultural 
history.

weblink
national film and 
sound Archive

autobiography an 
account of a person’s 
life, written or told 
by that person

memoir an account 
of an author’s personal 
experiences of an event, 
or series of events

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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7.3 The Cold War in Asia
7.3.1 The aftermath of World War II
Th e period of post-World War II history known as the Cold War had its major expression in the 
competing ideologies of the United States and USSR and was played out fi rst in Europe. Th e 
defeat of the Japanese forces in eastern and south-eastern Asia in 1945 left a power vacuum in 
this region. In the jockeying amongst competing forces to fi ll this power vacuum, the ideologies 
of capitalism and communism would soon come into direct confl ict, as they had in Europe. Th is 
would be watched with growing disquiet by many other nations, including the United States and 
Australia.

Th e power vacuum left by the defeat of the Japanese led to many competing groups seeking 
to exercise power in diff erent parts of eastern and south-eastern Asia. In some cases, former 
colonial rulers sought to re-assert their power over their former colonies. Th is was the case with 
the French in Indo-China and the Dutch in what is now Indonesia. Th e British also sought to 
re-establish colonial control in Burma (now known as Myanmar), on the Malay Peninsula, and 
in Singapore and northern Borneo. Some countries were granted or regained independence, 
while others had temporary administrations established by the victorious Allied powers, pending 
fi nal decisions on future government. In most of the countries of the region, communist parties 
and sympathisers had been active before and during the war, and many of these now saw an 
opportunity to fi ll the power vacuum. Th is was to lead to Cold War tensions similar to those 
aff ecting Europe in the post-war period. Since Australia in particular had been left feeling 
vulnerable after the Pacifi c War, the likelihood of armed confl ict in the countries to our north 
was of particular concern to the government and general public in this country.

Th e status of the countries in the region can be summarised as shown in source 1.

cold war a power 
struggle between 
the superpowers 
after World War II

ideology set of ideas 
or beliefs that guide 
an individual, group, 
society or nation

power vacuum a 
situation when there is 
no effective government 
over a country or region

Allied powers the 
allies who fought the 
Axis powers in World 
War II were the US, 
Britain, France, USSR, 
Australia, Belgium, 
Brazil, Canada, China, 
Denmark, Greece, 
the Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Norway, 
Poland, South Africa 
and Yugoslavia

source 1 The political status of countries in southern, eastern and south-eastern Asia post World War II

INDONESIA

CHINA

CAMBODIA

MALAYSIA

THAILAND

MYANMAR

NORTH
KOREA

PHILIPPINES

VIETNAM

AUSTRALIA

SOUTH
KOREA

JAPAN

MONGOLIA

LAOS

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

I N D I A N

O C E A N

PA C I F I C

O C E A NThailand had been an independent country before 
the war, and resumed its independent status. Its 
small communist party had very little influence.

In Burma, the British also sought to re-establish 
their pre-war colonial rule, but were met by an 

independence movement consisting of a number 
of different parties, including the Communist Party 

of Burma. The British granted independence to 
Burma (now Myanmar) in 1947, and a government 

that included both communists and
 non-communists was established.

China had been in a state of civil war between the 
Communist Party and Nationalists, or Guomin-

dang, since 1927, although the two sides had 
formed a truce to fight the Japanese since 1937. 
With the Japanese defeat, hostilities again broke 

out between the two sides, each side strongly 
supported by the Cold War rivals that faced off in 

Europe.

Prior to the war Britain had administered the 
Malay Peninsula as a federation of small states, 

each ruled nominally by a sultan. After the defeat 
of the Japanese there were attempts to unify 

these states into one central nation. These met 
with varying degrees of success, but were 

opposed by the Malay Communist Party, which 
had a strong ethnic Chinese membership (see 

section 7.2.5). The Malay Peninsula, known at the 
time as Malaya, gained independence in 1957, 

and joined with neighbouring former British 
colonies in 1963 to form the Federation of 

Malaysia.

Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos had all been French 
colonies before the war, and the French sought to 
re-establish their rule in 1945. They met resistance 
however, as local inhabitants in each of these 
countries saw the defeat of the Japanese as an 
opportunity to gain independence. In Vietnam and 
Laos, these independence movements had strong 
communist sympathies and beliefs, and so were 
likely to be opposed by western powers.

The Philippines had been under US rule before the 
war, but had been working towards independence 
before the war, so gained independence in 1946. 
Communists who had fought against the Japanese 
attempted a number of revolts between 1949 and 
1954, but these were quickly put down by the 
government.

In Indonesia, formerly the Dutch East Indies, a 
strong independence movement had developed 
before the war, and as soon as the Japanese 
surrendered, Indonesian leaders declared 
Indonesian independence. The Dutch attempted 
to re-assert control, but were met with armed 
resistance. The Communist Party of Indonesia was 
an active participant in this resistance. In 1949, the 
Dutch recognised an independent Indonesia.

Korea had been ruled by Japan since 1910, and so 
the power vacuum was more pronounced. In 
August 1945, Russian troops had entered northern 
Korea from Siberia as part of the allied campaign 
to defeat Japan. By the time of the Japanese 
surrender, Russia occupied the area north of the 
38th parallel, and Korea was divided, just as 
Germany had been, with the US administering the 
southern half of the Korean peninsula, and Russia 
in charge of the north (see section 7.3.4).
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It is clear that many of the national independence movements that arose in Asia before, during 
and after World War II included groups of communist supporters and sympathisers. To the 
western powers facing up to the Cold War in Europe, the post-war period in Asia was to become 
a major focus of anti-communist activity. President Harry S. Truman saw it as a responsibility of 
the United States to protect vulnerable countries from communist infl uence, and so formulated 
what has become known as the Truman Doctrine (see source 2).

I believe that it must be the policy of the United States to support free peoples who 
are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures.

I believe that we must assist free peoples to work out their own destinies in their 
own way.

I believe that our help should be primarily through economic and fi nancial aid 
which is essential to economic stability and orderly political processes.

The world is not static, and the status quo is not sacred. But we cannot allow 
changes in the status quo in violation of the Charter of the United Nations by such 
methods as coercion, or by such subterfuges as political infi ltration. In helping free 
and independent nations to maintain their freedom, the United States will be giving 
effect to the principles of the Charter of the United Nations.

The seeds of totalitarian regimes are nurtured by misery and want. They spread and grow in the evil soil 
of poverty and strife. They reach their full growth when the hope of a people for a better life has died. We 
must keep that hope alive.

The free peoples of the world look to us for support in maintaining their freedoms.
If we falter in our leadership, we may endanger the peace of the world — and we shall surely endanger the 

welfare of our own nation.

source 2 An address before a joint session of US Congress on 12 March 1947 by President 
Harry S. Truman

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
independence movements in Asia  cold war

7.3.1 Activities 

check your undersTAnding

1 Identify two former European colonies in Asia in which the 
former colonial rulers attempted to re-assert control after 
World War II.

2 Insert the appropriate terms to fi ll the spaces in the 
following passage:

At the end of World War II, the defeat of  
left a power  in much of Asia. 
The competing  of capitalism and 

 were soon to lead to tensions, as 
they had in ______________________. Allied countries 
such as  were particularly concerned 
at the likelihood of  in the region. US 
President  believed that his country had a 
responsibility to protect Asian countries from the spread 
of communism.

Australia confl ict communism Europe
ideologies Japan Truman vacuum

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 Examine source 1, and answer the following:
a Identify two countries that were able to gain 

independence soon after the Japanese defeat.
b Explain why each of these countries was successful in 

achieving independence so quickly.

c List three countries in which communist parties were 
active in the independence movements.

d Which was the closest country to Australia that 
had a communist party active in its independence 
movement?

e In what way was the situation in Korea similar to that in 
Germany?

f Name a country in which a communist party was 
relatively unsuccessful, and explain why.

4 In source 2, what was President Truman referring to 
when he used the term ‘attempted subjugation by armed 
minorities or by outside pressures’?

5 What did he believe should be the main form of 
assistance that could be given to emerging nations to 
help them ‘work out their destinies in their own way’?

6 In what circumstance did President Truman believe that 
‘totalitarian regimes’ can be successful? What did he 
mean by the term ‘totalitarian regimes’?

7 Who is the audience for President Truman’s speech? 
Evaluate the tone and style of the language used by 
President Truman in this speech. How persuasive would it 
be to an audience?
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7.3.2 Communist victory in China poses a new threat
Th e civil war between the Guomindang (Nationalists) and the communists in China had been 
eff ectively suspended while both sides combined to fi ght the Japanese. With the defeat of the 
Japanese forces in Asia in 1945, Guomindang leader Chiang Kai-Shek and communist leader 
Mao Zedong negotiated a truce, but it did not last long. Hostilities broke out in early 1946 as 
Nationalist troops were airlifted into northern China with the help of US aircraft to battle 
communist forces that controlled the area. During the Japanese occupation, the communists had 
managed to gain considerable support from large numbers of landless peasants by promising that 
they would be granted their own farms under communist rule. By 1945, communist forces 
outnumbered those of the Guomindang, and many had seized abandoned Japanese weapons and 
tanks. Th e USA came in strongly to support the Nationalists, as it saw this as an essential part of 
defeating communism. More than 100  000 American soldiers were deployed to assist in the war 
against the communists and the Americans helped train over half a million Nationalist troops. 
Billions of dollars in US military aid was provided during this time.

It was to no avail, as the Communist Party eventually defeated the Guomindang in 1949, and 
proclaimed the People’s Republic of China. Chiang Kai-Shek retreated to the island of Taiwan with 

his supporters, and continued to claim 
that his was the legitimate government of 
China. In line with Cold War politics at 
the time, Russia and its allies in eastern 
Europe immediately recognised the 
communists as the legitimate government 
of China. Th e US and its allies refused 
to recognise the communist government 
and gave offi  cial recognition to the 
Guomindang government on Taiwan as 
the legitimate government of China. Th e 
communist victory in China served to 
heighten western fears of the spread of 
communism in Asia. With many of the 
national independence movements in 
Asia in the late 1940s having communist 
sympathies, a powerful communist 
China was seen by the US and its allies 
as being a potential supporter of many of 
those movements. On the other side, the 
Chinese saw the US as another colonial 
nation, trying to take over and prevent 
Asian nations gaining their independence 
(see source 3).

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
independence movements in Asia  The rise of china

source 3 This anti-American propaganda from 1952 depicted American troops 
surrendering to communist Chinese soldiers.

7.3.2 Activities 

check your undersTAnding

1 Which area of China was the stronghold of the Communist 
Party at the end of World War II?

2 How had the communists been able to become so 
powerful in this area?

3 Outline two ways in which the USA attempted to assist 
the Guomindang in their civil war against the communists.

4 What happened to the Guomindang after their defeat in 
1949?

5 Explain the US attitude towards the Peoples’ Republic of 
China after 1949.

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

6 How can we tell that the soldiers apparently surrendering 
in source 3 are American?

7 What does this tell us about the attitude of the Chinese 
communists towards the USA?

8 Why could this source be considered an example of 
propaganda?
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7.3.3 Falling dominoes?
Th e Western Bloc countries, led by the United States, feared that what had occurred in eastern 
Europe during the latter part of World War II was about to happen in Asia. As Russia had forced 
the Germans back towards Germany between 1943 and 1945, new governments had been 
established in countries such as Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Th ese governments 
included many local communist party members, and were established with large numbers of 
Russian advisors. Gradually non-communist members were removed from these governments, 
and each country became ruled by communists alone. Th e countries of eastern Europe had 
become a powerful Communist Bloc, centred around and led by Russia.

Th e Americans and their allies feared a similar process would occur in Asia, with China 
supporting communists in nearby countries to take over government. Th is fear became 
particularly strong after the Communist Party victory in China in 1949, as this was seen to 
be an inspiration to communist groups in other Asian countries. It was believed that once one 
country fell to communism, neighbouring countries would soon follow, one-by one, like a row 
of dominoes falling. Th is belief became known as the ‘domino theory’ and it became the basis for 
western policy towards communism in Asia until the 1970s. Th e idea came from an answer given 
by US President Dwight D. Eisenhower to a question 
at a press conference in 1954 (see source 4). It raised 
the possibility of communism taking over in each of 
the countries of south-east Asia in rapid succession 
(see source 5). If all the dominoes fell in the order 
suggested, the next country threatened would be 
Australia. As a consequence, the domino theory was 
readily accepted in Australia and fear of communist 
expansion became an important political issue. 
Successive US governments felt that they would need 
to intervene at the fi rst and earliest opportunity to 
prevent the fi rst domino falling and commencing the 
process, and Australian governments were to become 
strong supporters of such action.

source 5 Under the domino theory it was believed that once one country fell to communism, others 
would follow, like a row of dominoes.

Finally, you have broader considerations 
that might follow what you would call ‘the 
falling domino principle’. You have a row 
of dominoes set up, you knock over the 
fi rst one, and what will happen to the last 
one is the certainty that it will go over very 
quickly. So you could have a beginning of 
a disintegration that would have the most 
profound infl uences.

source 4 US President Dwight D. Eisenhower, in response to a 
question at a press conference on 7 April 1954
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7.3.4 War in Korea
Th e fi rst major military confrontation in Asia between 
communism and the western powers came in Korea. 
Following the partition of the Korean peninsula in 
1945, negotiations were held between Russia, the 
US and the newly formed United Nations (UN) 
to determine a process for re-uniting Korea under 
one government. Th e Russians and Americans were 
unable to agree on the conditions for unifi cation, and 
in February 1946, a communist leaning provisional 
government was set up in the north, with the support 
of Russia. In 1948, elections were held in the south and 
a western-leaning government was put in place. Both 
governments claimed to be the legitimate government of 
the entire Korean peninsula.

Following several border clashes, and with the backing 
of China, North Korea invaded the south in June 1950. 
Th e UN responded by condemning North Korea for its 
aggression and called on member nations to send forces 
to assist South Korea. Th e US led this force, contributing 
half the land forces and the vast majority of naval and 
air forces. US President Harry S Truman saw the war as 
a vital action to stop the spread of communism across 
Asia (see source 6). Fifteen other countries, including 
Australia, also sent forces. Th e war was fi ercely fought 
in harsh conditions. Th e battlefront ebbed and fl owed. 
Th e initial communist attack nearly captured the entire 
peninsula by September. Following the US-led landing 
at Inchon on September 15, the UN counterattacks 
pushed North Korean forces right back into China by 
November, but Chinese intervention saw the UN pushed 
back again (see source 7). When the armistice was 
signed in 1953, the 38th parallel was again the divide 
between the two sides.

Th e Korean War led to the death of more than 
1.5 million South Koreans and an estimated 3.5 million 
from the North and China. Australia contributed 
ground, air and naval forces; 340 Australians were 
killed. Th e US and Australia painted the war as a 
victory that stopped the spread of communism. 
Military intervention, according to this view, had 
proved to be a good way to stop communism.

NORTH 
KOREA
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KOREA
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Pyongyang
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Seoul

Extent of
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1950
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Landing at Inchon

15 September 1950

38th parallel north

0 100

kilometres

200 300

Source: Map by Spatial Vision

source 7 A map showing the 
progress of the Korean War

I felt certain that if South Korea was 
allowed to fall, Communist leaders 
would be emboldened to override 
nations closer to our own shores. If 
the Communists were permitted to 
force their way into the Republic of 
Korea without opposition from the 
free world, no small nation would 
have the courage to resist threat and 
aggression by stronger Communist 
neighbours. 

source 6 President Harry S. Truman, 
quoted in Robert H. Ferrell, The 
Autobiography of Harry S. Truman (1980)

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

armistice a ceasefi re 
or truce that ends 
fi ghting in a confl ict, so 
terms for permanent 
peace can be discussed

7.3.3 Activities 

check your undersTAnding

1 How did governments in eastern European countries 
become ruled by communists?

2 How did events in Europe in the latter years of World 
War II infl uence the views of western governments about 
the possible dangers to Asia?

3 Who developed the ‘domino theory’? Explain in your own 
words what it proposed.

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 Examine source 4.

a What did President Eisenhower mean by ‘what will 
happen to the last one is the certainty that it will go over 
very quickly’?

b What is the ‘last one’ referring to?
5 Identify the suggested nationalities of the soldiers at 

each end of the row of dominoes in source 5. What 
evidence supports your choice?

6 Why does the possible succession of dominoes in 
source 5 suggest that Australia was under threat from 
the domino theory? Refer to source 1 to guide your 
answer.
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Legacy of the war
Th e Korean War led to the death of more than one million South Koreans and an estimated 
2.5 million from the North. Both the US and Australia painted the outcome of the war as 
a victory. Military intervention, according to this view, had proved to be a good way to stop 
communism. Today, the armistice is still in place. No formal peace treaty was ever signed, and 
Korea remains divided along the 38th parallel.

7.3.4 Activities 

check your undersTAnding

1 What events led to the Korean peninsula 
being divided at the 38th parallel in 1945? 
(Refer to source 1 to assist with your 
answer.)

2 Why were two separate governments formed 
in Korea in the late 1940s?

3 What event actually ignited full-scale 
hostilities in the Korean War?

4 Explain how the fortunes of the two sides 
ebbed and fl owed between 1950 and 1953.

5 What was the result of the signing of the 
armistice in 1953?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

6 From source 6, how do we know that 
President Truman saw the possible defeat 
of South Korea as a possible threat to the 
United States?

7 Examine source 7.
a Why is it possible to say that South Korea 

had almost been defeated by September 
1950?

b What do you think is the strategic reason 
for US troops landing at Inchon, rather 
than at Pusan in the south?

c How do we know that the Inchon landing 
was successful?

7.3.5 The Malayan Emergency
Th e Malay Peninsula became another battleground between communists and anti-communists 
in the years following World War II. During the Japanese occupation from 1941 to 1945, the 
Malayan Communist Party (MCP) had been a leading organisation in the resistance to the 
Japanese. After the defeat of Japan, Britain re-asserted its colonial rule over the Malay Peninsula, 
but the poor state of the economy led many people to turn towards the Communist Party. Th e 
issues were made worse by racial tensions, particularly between ethnic Malays and people of 
Chinese and Indian background. Membership of trade unions grew strongly in the post-war 
period, and many strikes took place between 1945 and 1948. In June 1948, a number of 
European plantation managers were killed and the MCP was blamed. Th e party was banned, and 
its members took to the jungles and formed the Malayan National Liberation Army (MNLA), 
which aimed to remove the British administration.

Th e MNLA undertook a guerrilla campaign, particularly targeting British and other foreign-
owned tin mines and rubber plantations, as well as transport systems. Th e British could not easily 
counterattack, as the MNLA had its bases spread throughout impenetrable jungle areas, so they 
attempted to cut off  supplies being taken into the jungle by MNLA supporters. Th e MNLA had 
strong support amongst the ethnic Chinese community, who had been denied full citizenship 
by the British. In 1950, troops from other Commonwealth countries, such as Australia, 
New Zealand and Fiji came to support British 
forces. Australian Prime Minister Menzies 
was strongly anti-communist, and he saw 
Australian military action as a means of 
supporting the freedom and independence 
of emerging Asian nations (see source 8). 
Th e MNLA guerrillas were gradually forced 
deeper and deeper into the jungle, where 
they were cut off  from their community 
support. By 1953 the MNLA was on the 
defensive, and by 1955, it had ceased to be a 
serious threat. Malaya gained independence 
from Britain in 1957, and the Emergency 
was declared over by 1960. By this time 
the MNLA guerrillas were a relatively small 
group, based near the border with Th ailand.

did you know?

Australia contributed 
ground, air and 
naval forces to 
the Korean War 
between 1950 and 
1953. Australian 
deaths numbered 
340, while over 
1200 were wounded 
and over 40 were 
missing in action.

guerrilla a member 
of an irregular military 
force that adopts tactics 
such as harassing the 
enemy, sabotage, and 
cutting communication 
and supply lines

source 8 Prime Minister Robert Menzies’s election speech before the 
1955 election

.  .  . we have positively set out to improve mutual 
understanding and friendship with the people of 
South and South-East Asia; and, I am happy to 
say, with considerable success. Discussions with 
Asian leaders proceed in an atmosphere of growing 
trust. We want the new nations of Asia to preserve 
their freedom and independence. We welcome the 
progress of Malaya and Singapore towards self-
government. Australian forces, like other British 
Commonwealth forces in Malaya, are one of the 
guarantees to Malayans that they will decide their own future in peace, 
instead of having it decided for them by aggressive Communism.
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Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
Australia and cold war confl icts

7.3.5 Activities 

check your undersTAnding

1 Explain why many people turned to the MCP 
in the period after the end of World War II.

2 How did racial and ethnic tensions contribute 
to the development of hostilities in Malaya?

3 Why was it initially diffi cult to combat 
the MNLA?

4 What method was used successfully to 
defeat the communist guerrillas?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

5 What were Prime Minister Menzies’s aims in 
Asia, as outlined in source 8?

6 What role did Menzies see Australian forces 
playing in achieving these aims?

7 How justifi ed is Menzies in referring to 
communism as ‘aggressive’ based on what 
you have read in this section?

7.3 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 Why might the success of the Communist 
Party in China in 1949 be considered a major 
turning point in the history of the Asian region?

2 The US and many other western nations 
refused to recognise the legitimacy of 
communist rule in China, and recognised the 
Guomindang regime on Taiwan as the ‘offi cial’ 
government of all of China until the early 1970s.
a Why do you think these nations adopted 

this position?
b Do you think this was a practical position 

to hold? Give reasons for your answer.
c Find out when Australia recognised 

Communist China as the legitimate 
government of China. How many years 

after World War II ended did this occur and 
why do you think it took until this date?

AnAlysing cAuse And effecT

3 Explain why events in eastern Europe from 
1943 to 1945 could have supported the ideas 
behind the domino theory.

4 Identify and explain two factors that 
contributed to the rise of communist-leaning 
groups in south-east Asia in the years 
following World War II.

deTermining hisToricAl significAnce

5 Do events in Korea and Malaya in the 1950s 
support the validity of the domino theory, 
or demonstrate that it was a false concept? 
Give reasons for your answer.

7.4 Anti-communism in Australia 
and the US
7.4.1 McCarthyism in the US
Th e rise of communism in eastern Europe, and the activities of communist parties and 
supporters in eastern and south-eastern Asia led to a very strong reaction in the US and other 
western nations. Communist parties and supporters in these countries were viewed with great 
suspicion by authorities, as they were suspected of being in league with the Russians, rather than 
being loyal to their own country. In countries like the US and Australia, it was believed that 
communists were actively trying to encourage revolution that would bring down the government.

Th e US and Russia had been allies in the war to defeat Germany and Japan, but once that war 
was over, suspicions leading to the long period of the Cold War quickly destroyed that alliance. 
In 1938 the US House of Representatives had established the House Un-American Activities 
Committee (HUAC), primarily as an anti-communist body. During World War II it had revealed 
the activities of some Nazi sympathisers, but with the end of the war, it reverted to investigating 
suspected communists. In 1947 the HUAC set out to investigate communist infl uence in the 
Hollywood fi lm industry, and eventually produced a blacklist of actors, producers, directors, 
screenwriters and others that it believed were communist sympathisers. Th e fi lm studios were 
encouraged to ban these people from working for them. Most of those named were never able to 
work in the entertainment industry again.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

blacklist a list of 
people or organisations 
that are disapproved of 
and are to be punished 
or avoided by others
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In 1950, a US Senator named Joseph McCarthy made a speech in which he alleged that more than 
200 employees of the State Department were communists and that they were undermining American 
foreign policy (see source 1). Th ese allegations caused a sensation at the time, although McCarthy 
had no proof in relation to any of the accused. A Senate sub-committee later found that there was no 
evidence of communist subversion in the State Department, but McCarthy continued on his crusade, 
accusing a variety of government departments of harbouring communists. Th e HUAC took up the 
fi ght to expose alleged communists, and interviewed hundreds of suspected communists, destroying 
many reputations along the way.

In 1953 Senator McCarthy became chairman of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations and during the next two years held 169 investigations, interviewing over 650 witnesses. 
Many of these witnesses refused to answer the questions of the subcommittee, and were often 
branded as traitors for refusing to do so. Th e term ‘McCarthyism’ was soon applied to the practice 
of making accusations against people without having any real evidence to support those accusations. 
Th e fear of communism in the US at the time meant that false accusations often ruined reputations 
and many had their careers destroyed by McCarthy and his subcommittee. In 1954 McCarthy 
himself was condemned by a vote of the Senate, and his infl uence soon waned.

source 1 Speech of Senator Joseph McCarthy, Wheeling, West Virginia, 9 February 1950

The reason why we fi nd ourselves in a position of impotency is not because our only 
powerful potential enemy has sent men to invade our shores .  .  . but rather because of 
the traitorous actions of those who have been treated so well by this Nation. It has not 
been the less fortunate, or members of minority groups who have been traitorous to 
this Nation, but rather those who have had all the benefi ts that the wealthiest Nation 
on earth has had to offer .  .  . the fi nest homes, the fi nest college education and the 
fi nest jobs in government we can give. 

This is glaringly true in the State Department. There the bright young men who are 
born with silver spoons in their mouths are the ones who have been most traitorous. .  .  .

I have here in my hand a list of 205 .  .  . a list of names that were made known to 
the Secretary of State as being members of the Communist Party and who nevertheless are still working 
and shaping policy in the State Department. .  .  .

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
cold war

7.4.1 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 What was the purpose of the House Un-American 
Activities Committee?

2 Why did the HUAC become particularly active after 1945?
3 What impact did the HUAC have on the entertainment 

industry?
4 How did Senator Joseph McCarthy come to prominence 

in 1950? For how many years did his infl uence prevail?
5 What was ‘McCarthyism’?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

6 In source 1, which group in society was Senator 
McCarthy accusing of being traitors to the United States?

7 What evidence did he claim to have in support of his 
accusations?

7.4.2 Anti-communist measures in Australia
McCarthyist attitudes were not limited to the Unites States and many US allies, such as Australia, 
adopted strong measures to expose possible communist infl uence in a variety of organisations. 
Th e Communist Party of Australia (CPA) was founded in the 1920s and had gained support 
during the Great Depression of the 1930s, when unemployment was very high and many 
believed that capitalism had let them down. Th e CPA was banned at the outbreak of World 
War II, but this ban was lifted when Russia joined the war against Germany in 1941. With Cold 
War tensions rising in the post-war period, conservative politicians warned that the threat of 
communism came not only from invasion, but from communists within Australia.

capitalism the 
economic system under 
which industries are 
owned privately, not 
by the government
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• In the 1949 federal election Liberal Party leader Robert Menzies campaigned on a strong 
anti-communist platform. He warned that communists had infi ltrated the trade union 
movement and the Australian Labor Party (ALP). He promised to outlaw the CPA and 
blacklist all its members if elected (see source 2). His party won the election and Menzies 
became prime minister in December 1949.

• In 1950, the Menzies government passed a law through Parliament banning the Communist 
Party. Th e Communist Party challenged this law in the High Court of Australia, claiming that 
it was unconstitutional. In March 1951, the High Court found in favour of the CPA, declaring 
the law to be invalid under the Australian Constitution.

• Menzies responded by sponsoring a referendum to change the Constitution to give the 
government the power to outlaw the CPA. Th is referendum was held in September of 1951, but 
the vote was lost, so the government was unable to proceed with its plans and ban the Communist 
Party. Th e ALP, led by Dr H. V. Evatt had campaigned against the referendum on the grounds 
that it was an attack on freedom of association and freedom of speech (see source 3).

• In 1950, Menzies committed Australian troops to fi ght in Korea against the communist 
North Koreans. He also sent troops to Malaya to fi ght against communists there. Menzies 
continued to speak out frequently against communism, and to accuse the ALP and the union 
movement of harbouring communist sympathies.

source 2 Robert Menzies, campaign speech, 10 November 1949

Communism in Australia is an alien and destructive pest. If elected, we shall outlaw 
it. The Communist Party will be declared subversive and unlawful, and dissolved. A 
receiver will be appointed to deal with its assets. Subject to appeal, the Attorney-
General will be empowered to declare other bodies substantially Communist; to 
follow the party into any new form and attach illegality to that new association. 

No person now a member of the Communist Party will be employed or paid a fee by 
the Commonwealth; nor shall any such person be eligible for any offi ce in a registered 
industrial organisation. The laws with respect to sedition or other subversive activities 
will be reviewed and strengthened. Conviction under such laws will disqualify from 
employment under the Crown or from offi ce in a registered organisation.

source 3 Dr Herbert Evatt, campaign speech, 9 November 1955

These are the principles which have governed Labor policy and my actions. It is 
true that I believed the Menzies Police State Bill, called the Anti-Red Bill, to be 
unconstitutional. But my belief did not make it unconstitutional. Six High Court 
Judges out of seven declared it was unconstitutional. Are they to be smeared as 
Communist sympathisers? Is a member of the Bar who defends a person accused 
of a crime to be accused of being sympathetic with crime? Only the half-wit or the 
most vicious would regard it. The right of legal defence by counsel in the courts is 
just as basic a right as freedom of expression itself.

7.4.2 Activities 

check your undersTAnding

1 Why was Menzies’s attempt to ban the Communist Party 
in 1950 unsuccessful?

2 What did he attempt to do to get around this obstacle to 
the banning of the Communist Party?

3 What was the attitude of the Labor Party to Menzies’s 
attack on the Communist Party?

4 How did Menzies’s attitudes towards communism impact 
on his government’s foreign policy?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

5 Examine source 2.
a What procedures was Menzies proposing in order to 

ban the Communist Party?
b What does he mean when he says that the Attorney-

General will ‘follow the party into any new form and 
attach illegality to that new association’?

c How does Menzies propose to deal with members of 
the Communist Party?

6 In source 3 how does Dr Evatt explain his reasons for 
opposing the attempts to ban the Communist Party in 
1950 and 1951?
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7.4.3 Defence treaties
As part of its campaign against communism, the Menzies government set out to form alliances with 
other countries that had similar anti-communist policies. Australia had turned to the US as its major 
ally during the Pacifi c War against Japan from 1942 onwards. It was natural that the Australian 
government would align itself with the Americans in their common struggle against the perceived 
threat of communism. Consequently, Australia signed two major treaties that tied the nation to the US 
and its foreign policy during the Cold War.
• Th e ANZUS Pact (1951) was a three-way alliance between Australia, New Zealand and the 

US, under which each state agreed to cooperate on defence matters and pledged to come to 
the aid of the other if attacked. Despite New Zealand withdrawing from the treaty in the 
mid-1980s, ANZUS remains the cornerstone of Australia’s foreign policy today.

• Th e Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) was signed in 1954. Th e members of this alliance 
were Australia, France, New Zealand, Th ailand, Pakistan, the Philippines, the United Kingdom and 
the US. Intended to complement the anti-communist collective defence role played by NATO in 
Europe, SEATO proved to be ineff ective because of internal disputes and was disbanded in 1977.

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
Australia’s international relationships

7.4.3 Activities 

check your undersTAnding

1 What were the provisions of the ANZUS Pact 
that applied to Australia?

2 Explain the proposed role of SEATO. Why 
was it ineffective?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 From an examination of source 4, suggest 
a potential weakness of the SEATO Treaty.

7.4.4 The ALP, trade unions and anti-communist movements
Th e Australian Labor Party had been founded in the 1890s by members of the trade union movement. 
It had maintained its strong links to the unions throughout the fi rst half of the twentieth century. 

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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source 4 The signatories to the 1954 SEATO Treaty
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Th e ALP had also had links to the Catholic Church in Australia, particularly as many unionists at 
the time of the formation of the Labor Party were of Irish Catholic background. During the 1930s 
many communists in Australia attempted to move into positions of infl uence within the trade union 
movement. By the 1940s, there was a strong communist infl uence in a number of trade unions, 
and many believed that this infl uence extended into the Labor Party. Th e Catholic Church was very 
strongly opposed to communism, because of its atheistic nature, so the seeds of confl ict were sown 
between those in the union and labour movement with strong Catholic beliefs, and those who did not 
believe that communist infl uence was a threat within that movement.

‘The Movement’ and ‘Industrial Groups’
In the early 1940s, Catholic activist B. A. Santamaria founded the Catholic Social Studies 
Movement, which became known simply as ‘Th e Movement’. At the same time anti-
communists within the trade unions were setting up ‘Industrial Groups’ to fi ght against 
communist infl uence in the union movement. Santamaria published a newspaper called the 
News Weekly in which he presented his views and those of Th e Movement (see source 5). 
Over time Th e Movement and the Industrial Groups eff ectively merged, as the same people 
were active in both. Th ey came into direct confl ict with the CPA, but also with many ALP 
members. By the early 1950s two clear factions emerged within the ALP – the conservative, 
or right-wing Catholic ‘Movement’ and Industrial Groups; and those on the left-wing 
who wanted to see greater social change, and wanted the ALP to more strongly promote 
socialist ideals. Th ose on the left and within the mainstream of the Labor Party labelled 
their conservative opponents as ‘Groupers’, signifying that they were members of the 
Industrial Groups.

source 5 B. A. Santamaria in an interview recorded on 23 April 1997 on the Australian Biography 
website, recalling his activities with The Movement and the Industrial Groups

As far as the work against Communism was concerned, the key was who ran 
the unions? If the Communist Party ran the unions they would run the Labor 
Party and the Labor Party would one day become the government .  .  . If, 
therefore, you intended to do something about taking Communist power out 
of the unions you had to go into the unions. .  .  . you would use the Catholic 
parochial structure, where you had to get the support of the bishops, .  .  . you’d 
go into the parish and you’d ask the parish priest could he give you six men. He 
might call a meeting and you’d have to explain what you were about, and you 
either won them or you didn’t win them, and very fortunately, with the support 
of the church, we did win them in the most cases .  .  . Out of that basic structure 
you then found out who in Brunswick, North Brunswick, North Melbourne, what 
was a list of good practical Catholics who were union members .  .  . Then, in order to keep them informed 
— the daily press wouldn’t tell them what was happening — we had to start a paper. We started a paper 
that we called Freedom, which later became News Weekly, and that kept them informed on what was 
happening in the trade union movement. You had to produce that. Then you had to get the money. All 
of those things you’ve got to do.

parochial the 
system of parishes 
in the Catholic 
Church structure

7.4.4 Activities 

check your undersTAnding

1 Why had there traditionally been a strong connection between the ALP and the 
Catholic Church?

2 What was the attitude of the Catholic Church towards communism? Why?
3 Explain the aims of the Industrial Groups. Why did these merge with ‘The Movement’?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 From source 5, draw a simple cause and effect diagram to explain Santamaria’s fears in relation 
to the infl uence of communists in the union movement.

5 How did Santamaria and his Movement make use of the Catholic parochial system to 
gain followers?

6 Why did Santamaria believe he had to start his own newspaper?

right-wing support 
for conservative beliefs, 
such as individual 
enterprise, and a 
belief that government 
should not intervene 
in the economy

left-wing support for 
progressive beliefs, such 
as the intervention of 
government in society to 
create greater equality

socialist support for 
an economic system 
based on public 
ownership of industry to 
create greater equality

did you know?

Bartholomew 
Augustine 
Santamaria was 
born in Melbourne 
in 1915, of 
Italian parents. 
He became 
politically active 
while a student 
at Melbourne 
University in the 
late 1930s, and 
remained an active 
political campaigner 
until his death 
in 1998. In 1957 
he re-organised 
The Movement 
as the National 
Civic Council, 
which continues to 
produce the News 
Weekly today. From 
the 1960s to the 
1980s he presented 
a weekly 10 minute 
TV commentary 
program, called 
‘Point of View’ on 
Channel 9 network 
stations. He was 
not required to pay 
for the timeslot as it 
was donated by the 
Packer family, who 
were the owners of 
the Nine Network at 
that time.
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7.4 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

1 Many of the sources in this subtopic are extracts from primary sources, namely speeches. 
Study each speech and look for any common themes in the speeches that show the world’s 
preoccupation with communism. You could use Wordle to create a word cloud of each speech 
to help you see what these themes might be. 

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

2 While there had been opposition to communism in Australia before World War II, this opposition 
intensifi ed after 1945. Identify two factors that contributed to the level of anti-communism in 
this country.

deTermining hisToricAl significAnce

3 Joseph McCarthy had four years in the public spotlight, then his infl uence declined. B. A. 
Santamaria continued to be infl uential in Australian politics for many decades after the 1950s. 
Explain how the difference in their methods of dealing with the perceived threat of communism 
may have contributed to this variation in long-term infl uence.

7.5 The Petrov affair
7.5.1 ASIO, espionage and counter-espionage
As we have seen in preceding subtopics, the post-war period in Australia was characterised 
by a strong fear of communism stemming from not only our political leaders, but also 
among large numbers of the population. Th e establishment of communist regimes in eastern 
Europe and China created the impression that communism was expanding. Th e Korean War 
and Malayan Emergency saw Australian armed forces actually fi ghting communists in Asia. 
Robert Menzies, prime minister throughout the 1950s, was an ardent anti-communist, who 
took every opportunity to accuse his main political opponents, the Australian Labor Party, 
of having communist sympathies. In this climate of fear and suspicion, any suggestion that 
communist spies had infi ltrated areas of the government would be political dynamite and 
potentially lead to a signifi cant political crisis.

In the mid to late 1940s, joint American and British spy agencies discovered that some secrets 
were being passed to the Russians through their Australian embassy in Canberra. As Australia 
was a close ally of both Britain and the US, these countries were concerned that Australia’s 
security arrangements were not strong enough. It was believed that there was a spy ring 
operating in Canberra that was passing secrets to Russia via the Russian embassy. In response, 
the then ALP government, led by Prime Minister Ben Chifl ey, established a new security service 
in March 1949 (see source 1). Th is organisation became known as the Australian Security 
Intelligence Organisation or ASIO. Its purpose was to carry out counter-espionage operations. 
ASIO spent its early years attempting to expose Russian spies in government departments in 
Canberra. Possible suspects were identifi ed, but very little evidence could be found, and there 
were no prosecutions.

You will take especial care to ensure that the work of the Security Service is strictly limited to what is 
necessary for the purposes of this task and that you are fully aware of the extent of its activities. It is 
essential that the Security Service should be kept absolutely free from any political bias or infl uence, 
and nothing should be done that might lend colour to any suggestion that it is concerned with the 
interests of any particular section of the community, or with any matters other than the defence of the 
Commonwealth. You will impress on your staff that they have no connection whatever with any matters 
of a party political character and that they must be scrupulous to avoid any action which could be 
so construed.

source 1 Clause 6 of the Directive for the Establishment and Maintenance of a Security Service as 
presented to its fi rst director by Prime Minister Chifl ey

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

counter-espionage 
preventing or stopping 
enemies from spying 
on you
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7.5.1 Activities 

check your undersTAnding

1 Explain the factors that led to the 
establishment of ASIO.

2 What were the aims of ASIO in its early 
years? How successful was it in achieving 
those aims?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 In his directive to the fi rst director of ASIO, 
what did Prime Minister Chifl ey identify as a 
vital approach to be taken by the organisation?

4 What did Chifl ey mean by the words ‘nothing 
should be done that might lend colour to any 
suggestion .  .  . ’?

7.5.2 Petrov — diplomat or spy?
Vladimir Petrov had been a Russian intelligence agent for more than 20 years when he arrived in 
Australia in 1951 to take up a diplomatic role as Th ird Secretary of the Russian Embassy. His wife 
Evdokia was also an intelligence agent, and their mission in Australia was to spy on former Russian 
citizens living in Australia, and to establish a spy network in Australia (see source 2). In his attempts 
to set up such a network, Petrov befriended Dr Michael Bialoguski, a Polish doctor who had been 
a wartime refugee from Poland. 
What Petrov did not realise was that 
Bialoguski was actually working for 
ASIO, and reporting on Petrov’s 
activities. Bialoguski pretended to be 
spying for Petrov, but in fact he was 
feeding information back to ASIO.

Petrov failed to establish a useful 
spy network, and his superiors in 
the embassy sent some unfl attering 
reports back to Moscow about his 
lack of success, as well as his drinking 
and other habits. Petrov had been 
appointed during the rule of Joseph 
Stalin in Russia, and when Stalin 
died in 1953, power struggles with 
the Russian Communist Party led 
to the trials and deaths of a number 
of Party leaders, including the man 
who had originally sent the Petrovs to 
Australia. Th ere was every likelihood 
that Petrov and his wife would be 
recalled to Russia, and that he would 
face disciplinary action, or worse, on 
his return.

7.5.2 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 What was 
a the offi cial role and 
b the secret mission of the Petrovs as members of the Russian embassy in Canberra?

2 How did Vladimir Petrov go about achieving his secret mission?
3 Outline two reasons why Vladimir Petrov may have been feeling insecure about his position 

by late 1953.

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 Examine source 2.
a Do Mr and Mrs Petrov conform to the popular impression we have of spies from movies 

and TV shows? 
b Would this be an advantage or disadvantage in their work?

source 2 Vladimir and Evdokia Petrov were employed to 
spy on former Russian citizens and to establish a spy ring.
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7.5.3 The defection
Petrov expressed his fears of returning to Russia to his friend Bialoguski, and Bialoguski reported these 
fears to his superiors at ASIO. Th ose superiors became very interested in the kudos that would come 
from the possible defection of a Russian spy, and assigned the codename ‘Operation Cabin 12’ to a 
plan to assist Petrov’s defection. For six weeks, ASIO offi  cials carried out negotiations with Petrov in a 
series of secret meetings. Th ey were keen to obtain details of any Russian spies operating in Australia, 
particularly as they had been unsuccessful in this quest since 1949. Eventually, on 3 April 1954, Petrov 
defected to Australia. He brought 10 documents with him, labelled Documents A to J. Th ese were 
expected to provide ASIO with evidence of Russian spy rings operating in Australia.

Th e defection was carried out in secret, with only a few ASIO offi  cers aware of it. Even Mrs Petrov 
did not know of her husband’s decision (see source 3). He was taken to a safe house in Sydney and 
kept there in secret while his documents were examined. Once offi  cials at the Russian embassy found 
out the Petrov had defected, they took Mrs Petrov from her home in the suburbs of Canberra, and 
kept her at the embassy, eff ectively under house arrest. Two security offi  cers were sent from Russia to 
escort her back to Moscow.

A federal election had been called for 29 May 1954, and the Parliament was due to rise on 
14 April in preparation for the election. On 13 April, 10 days after the defection, Prime Minister 
Menzies informed the House of Representatives that a Russian spy, Vladimir Petrov, had 
defected, and that he had brought evidence of Russian spy rings operating in Australia. 
Mr Menzies announced the establishment of a Royal Commission to examine the evidence in 
the documents Petrov had supplied to ASIO.

Six days later on 19 April, Mrs Petrov was taken from the Russian embassy in Canberra to Sydney, 
where she was to be fl own back to Russia, via Darwin. Th ere were fears that once she returned to 
Russia she would be executed, and a large crowd of protesters gathered at Sydney’s Mascot airport. 
Some believed they were there to save Mrs Petrov, and as she was led across the tarmac towards her 
plane, the crowd surged forward and surrounded her and the two Russian guards escorting her. Some 
of the protesters tried to grab Mrs Petrov to prevent her being taken on to the plane, but eventually 
the two guards were successful in getting her on board. Press photographs of the incident caused a 
great deal of controversy when they were published in the daily papers.

source 3 A note from Vladimir Petrov to the 
Russian ambassador after his defection

source 4 This photograph showing Soviet 
agents ‘escorting’ an evidently reluctant 
Mrs Petrov onto her fl ight for Moscow was 
published in most daily newspapers in 
Australia, and shocked many Australians.

defection leaving 
one’s country in order 
to live in an opposing 
country, particularly 
during wartime or 
during periods of 
hostile relations

royal commission a 
public judicial inquiry 
into an important issue, 
with powers to make 
recommendations 
to government
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While Mrs Petrov’s plane was in the air, the head of ASIO contacted the pilot by radio, and 
arranged to have ASIO agents speak with her when the plane landed in Darwin. Th ey wanted to 
off er her political asylum in Australia. Th e plane landed in Darwin in the morning of 20 April 
and Mrs Petrov was separated from the two Russian guards while ASIO agents spoke with her. 
Initially she was reluctant to seek political asylum because she was afraid that her sister in Russia 
would be punished. She eventually agreed and was returned to Sydney, where she was re-united 
with her husband in a secret location. Mr and Mrs Petrov were eventually given new identities 
and resettled in Melbourne.

The immediate political consequences
Th e Royal Commission on Espionage, as it was called, opened on 17 May, 12 days before 
the election. At this time, evidence was presented alleging the existence of a Russian spy ring 
in Australia, although no documents were made public. Prime Minister Menzies used the 
establishment of the Royal Commission as a means of reinforcing his strong anti-communist 
credentials, but did not himself make it a major election issue. In fact, Menzies circulated a 
letter to his party members, urging them not to campaign on the issue of the Petrov defection. 
Dr Evatt, leader of the Labor Party, believed the whole Petrov aff air was a conspiracy involving 
Menzies, ASIO and the Catholic Movement, designed to help Menzies’s Liberal Party win 
the election (see source 5). Th e Menzies government had become unpopular due to some 
tough economic decisions and many experts believed Labor had a chance of winning the 1954 
election. Evatt believed that Menzies had engineered the timing of the defection, and the 
announcement of the Royal Commission to gain political advantage. Although the Labor Party 
gained fi ve seats at the election, the Liberal–Country Party Coalition was re-elected with a 
reduced majority.

History will record that the Petrov defection was carefully and cold-bloodedly timed for April solely 
because an election was to be held the following month.

source 5 Dr Evatt, Hansard, 27 October 1954, asserting the Petrov affair was engineered by Menzies 
for political purposes

7.5.3 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 What role did Michael Bialoguski have in the defection of Vladimir Petrov?
2 What happened to Petrov immediately after his defection?
3 How did the Russians react towards Mrs Petrov once they became aware of the defection?
4 Explain the response of the prime minister to the defection of Petrov.
5 Outline what happened to Mrs Petrov in the attempt to have her returned to Moscow.
6 Create a timeline of the events, starting with Petrov’s defection and ending with Mrs Petrov 

seeking political asylum.
7 How might the establishment of the Royal Commission into Espionage have assisted in the 

re-election of the Menzies government?
8 Why did people believe that the Labor Party had a chance of winning the election before the 

Petrov defection had occurred?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

9 Was source 3 written before or after Petrov’s defection had been made public? Identify two 
pieces of evidence in the source that tell us this.

10 Do you think Petrov’s request in source 3 was likely to be granted? Give reasons for your 
answer.

11 What does source 5 tell us about Dr Evatt’s views in relation to the Petrov defection and the 
Royal Commission?

12 Examine source 4
a How do you think people in Australia viewing this photograph would have felt towards 

Mrs Petrov?
b How might it have infl uenced attitudes towards the communist government in Russia?

political asylum 
protection granted to 
someone who has left 
their home country and 
is afraid to return to 
that country because 
of fear of persecution

did you know?

Mr and Mrs Petrov 
became Australian 
citizens in 1956 and 
were given new 
identities as Sven 
and Anna Allyson. 
They bought 
a house in the 
Melbourne suburb 
of Bentleigh, 
and Vladimir 
went to work 
developing fi lm for 
a photographic 
company. He died 
in 1991. Mrs Petrov 
worked as a 
typist for a 
farm machinery 
company, and 
eventually died in 
2002. Their new 
names and location 
was kept secret 
until each of their 
deaths. Mrs Petrov 
was unable 
to attend her 
husband’s funeral 
in 1991 because 
of the large media 
contingent present.
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7.5 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

1 source 1 contains an instruction to the 
Director of ASIO to be ‘free from any political 
bias’. Explain why this directive was probably 
never adhered to by ASIO in the early 1950s.

AnAlysing cAuse And effecT

2 Despite Menzies’ instruction to his party 
members not to campaign on the issue of the 
Petrov defection, many ignored this instruction.
a Do you believe Menzies’ instruction was 

genuine, or a political stunt? Give reasons 
for your answer.

b Do you believe Dr Evatt was justifi ed in 
believing the timing of the defection and 

the Royal Commission was carried out 
purely for Menzies’ political advantage? 
Give reasons for your answer.

deTermining hisToricAl significAnce

3 The Petrov affair changed the course of the 
election campaign in 1954 and probably 
changed the fi nal result. Why do you think 
such a set of events could have had such 
an infl uence on the way people voted in that 
election?

4 Do you consider it legitimate for governments 
to run ‘scare campaigns’ about something in 
order to win an election? Do you think this is 
what the government did in Australia in 1954?

7.6 The aftermath of the 
Petrov affair
7.6.1 Evatt and the Royal Commission
Th e Petrov aff air became the basis of a political crisis for the Australian Labor Party. Not only did it 
lose an election in 1954, but the following 18 months saw a deepening of suspicions within the party, 
between Th e Movement and Industrial Groups on one side, and Evatt and his supporters on the other. 
Th is was to lead to a split in the Labor Party that had electoral repercussions for the next 20 years.

Two members of Dr Evatt’s staff  had been named in the documents provided by Petrov. Before 
he entered Parliament in 1940, Evatt had fi rst been a prominent and successful barrister in the 
early 1920s, and then in 1930 was appointed as a Justice on the High Court of Australia. He had 
resigned from the High Court to stand for Parliament in 1940. With his legal background, he 
determined that he would appear before the Royal Commission as lawyer for his staff  members. 
In September 1954, while appearing before the Commission, Evatt aired his conspiracy theory 
relating to Menzies and ASIO having engineered the whole aff air to win the 1954 election. 
He went on the attack throughout the whole Royal Commission process, and eventually the 
Commission withdrew his right to appear before it. 

Th is only served to heighten Evatt’s suspicions of what he believed were links between Menzies, 
ASIO and the Industrial Groups within the Labor Party. In the press and public eye, Evatt was 
beginning to appear rather erratic. He wrote to the Russian Foreign Minister to ask about the 
alleged Russian espionage in Australia, and unsurprisingly the reply denied that there were any 
Russian spies in Australia. When Evatt attempted to read out this reply in parliament, it was greeted 
by laughter from both sides of the House. His credibility and reputation were seriously damaged by 
these outbursts. In October 1954 the Royal Commission issued an interim report in which it found 
the Petrov documents to be genuine, but ultimately it was unable to recommend prosecutions 
against any alleged spies (see source 1). In the meantime, Evatt went on the attack against the 
Industrial Groups and Th e Movement, accusing them of undermining the Labor Party.

We believe that the Soviet deliberately refrained from using the Australian Communist Party, as a Party, for 
espionage purposes lest exposure should lead to its serious political embarrassment .  .  . (p. 298)

The substantive law is such that, when considered in conjunction with the technical legal rules governing 
the admissibility of evidence in courts of law, it would appear that prosecution of none of the persons 
whose acts we have considered in our report would be warranted. (p. 301)

source 1 Final Report of the Royal Commission on Espionage, August 1955

To access videos, 
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7.6.2 The Labor Party splits
Th e Catholic right wing of the ALP believed that Evatt’s performance before the Royal Commission 
amounted to a defence of communism, and even among Labor members of parliament, an anti-Evatt 
faction developed. On 5 October 1954, Evatt released a press statement in which he attacked the 
‘Groupers’, accusing them of disloyalty to the Labor Party. He particularly identifi ed members of the 
Victorian State Executive of the party (see source 2). Th e Federal Executive of the ALP began an 
investigation into the running of its Victorian branch. Early in 1955, it dismissed the Victorian State 
Executive and appointed a replacement Executive.

In March 1955, the ALP held its National Conference in Hobart, Tasmania. Members of both 
the old and the new Victorian State Executives arrived to represent their state membership, but only 
members of the new Executive were admitted to the Conference (see source 3). Th e Victorian 
branch of the ALP was now split into two opposing factions — the pro-Evatt faction and the 
supporters of the old ‘Grouper’ infl uenced State Executive (see source 4). Th e new State Executive 
suspended the party membership of 18 of its state parliamentary members that it suspected were 
in sympathy with the ‘Groupers’. Th is was particularly signifi cant as the ALP held government in 
the Victorian Parliament. A split government would be unlikely to remain in power for long. Any 
government in an Australian parliament is required to maintain the ‘confi dence of the House’; that is, 
it must be able to command a majority of votes in the lower house of the Parliament.

source 4 A political cartoon from the time of 
the 1955 ALP Conference in Hobart. While in 
Hobart, Dr Evatt visited the Tasmanian Art Gallery.

source 3 Members of the expelled Victorian executive 
outside the ALP Federal Conference in Hobart, March 1955

One factor told heavily against us [in the 1954 election] — the attitude of a small minority group of members, located particularly in 
the State of Victoria, which has, since 1949, become increasingly disloyal to the Labor movement and the Labor leadership .  .  .

It seems certain that the activities of the small group are largely directed from outside the Labor movement. The Melbourne News 
Weekly appears to act as their organ .  .  . I am bringing this matter before the next meeting of the Federal Executive.

source 2 Press statement by Opposition leader Dr H. V. Evatt, 5 October 1954

7.6.1 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 What aspects of Dr Evatt’s background led him to believe 
he was well suited to carry out the legal defence of his 
two accused staff members?

2 Why did Evatt eventually have his right to appear before 
the Royal Commission withdrawn?

3 What evidence did Evatt attempt to use in Parliament to 
suggest that there were no Russian spies in Australia?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 Examine source 1.
a Why did the Royal Commission believe that the 

Russians did not use the Communist Party in Australia 
for espionage purposes?

b Why did the Royal Commissioners not recommend any 
prosecutions in their report?
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7.6.2 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Explain the impact of Dr Evatt’s October 1954 accusations on the ALP State Executive in Victoria.
2 What did the newly appointed Victorian State Executive do that put the future of the Labor state 

government in Victoria in doubt?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 Who did Evatt blame in source 2 as having contributed heavily to the 1954 election loss?
4 What did he propose to do following these accusations?
5 source 3 shows expelled Victorian Executive members outside the Hobart conference. Why 

do you think these members attended the conference, even after they had been expelled from 
their positions?

6 Examine source 4.
a Who is the person holding the newspaper?
b Describe what appears to be happening in the painting.
c What point is the cartoonist attempting to make?

7.6.3 Electoral disaster
On 19 April 1955, Victorian Liberal Opposition leader Henry Bolte moved a vote of no 
confi dence in the Labor Government, and most of the 18 suspended Labor members voted 
with the Opposition to defeat the Government. An election for the state parliament was held on 
28 May and the suspended members and others stood as members of a newly created Australian 
Labor Party (Anti-Communist). Members of this party directed their preferences towards Bolte’s 
Liberals, so that in any close seats where these preferences were counted, the Liberals would 
gain the advantage. Labor lost the election, although only one member of the new ALP (Anti-
Communist) was able to hold his seat (see source 5).

30 UP, BOLTE WANTS 3 MORE SEATS TO GO IT ALONE
THE Liberal–Country Party is fi ghting to obtain an absolute majority to form a one-party Government. 
In the biggest landslide in Victoria’s political history, the L.C.P. on Saturday leaped from 11 members 
to at least 30 in the Legislative Assembly election. It has a fi ghting chance to win four others: Bendigo, 
Moonee Ponds, Hawthorn, and Benambra, to give it 34 seats in an Assembly of 66 members. The L.C.P. 
needs only 33 seats for an absolute majority in the Assembly if the Speaker and chairman of committees 
are supplied from the Country Party or Labor Party. If the L.C.P. fails to gain an absolute majority, it may 
be forced into a coalition with the Country Party. 

source 5 Front page of The Argus newspaper, 30 May 1955, following the state election held on 
Saturday, 28 May 1955

At the federal level, Prime Minister Menzies could see a political opportunity with the Labor 
Party split. He called an early election for 10 December 1955. Th e Labor Party suff ered a swing 
of more the 5 per cent against it and lost 10 seats in the House of Representatives. As had 
happened in the Victorian election earlier that year, members of the Anti-Communist Labor 
Party campaigned against the mainstream ALP, and directed their preferences towards the 
Liberal–Country Party Coalition in both the House of Representatives and the Senate. One Anti-
Communist ALP Senator was elected from Victoria, and one Tasmanian Labor Senator who was 
only halfway through his six year term changed his allegiance to the new Anti-Communist Labor 
Party, giving the party two seats in the Senate.

Th e Labor split also spread to Queensland, where the ALP government had been in power 
since 1932. Vince Gair had been state party leader and premier since 1952, and he had 
become a supporter of Santamaria and the ‘Groupers’ during the early 1950s. In April 1957 
the Federal executive of the ALP expelled Gair from the party because of his alliance with the 
‘Groupers’, and 25 ALP members of the state Parliament left the party with him and formed 
the Queensland Labor Party (QLP). Th is left the State Parliament with a three-way split of 
members, with about a third as members of the QLP government, a third as residual ALP 
members, and a third as members of the Liberal–Country Party Coalition. Th e ALP and 
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Coalition members voted together to bring down Gair’s QLP government, and an election was 
held on 3 August. Th e Coalition won with a huge swing, winning 42 of the 75 seats in the 
Legislative Assembly. Th is was the fi rst non-Labor government in the Queensland Parliament 
since 1932, and only the second since 1915.

7.6.3 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 How did Liberal leader Henry Bolte take advantage of the Labor split to force an election for the 
Victorian state parliament?

2 Explain what the members of the newly created Australian Labor Party (Anti-Communist) did to 
prevent the Labor government being re-elected.

3 What did Robert Menzies do to take political advantage of the split in the Labor Party?
4 Outline the impact of the Labor split on the Party in Queensland.

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

5 Examine source 5.
a How many additional seats had the Liberal Party won in the election?
b How many more did it need to be able to form a government in its own right?
c Why was it clear that the Labor Party could not form a government in this parliament?

7.6.4 Ongoing repercussions
Th e ALP split of 1955 was to have electoral repercussions for a generation. In 1957, Th e Australian 
Labor Party (Anti-Communist) was renamed the Democratic Labor Party (DLP), and it continued 
to contest elections under this name until the 1970s. Th roughout this period it continued to 
direct preferences in state and federal elections away from the ALP, and usually towards the 
Liberal and Country (later National) Party candidates. In doing so, it assisted in keeping the 
Labor Party out of power in the Federal Parliament and some state parliaments for many years. 
Some consequences of the split included:
• In Victoria, the ALP was to remain out of power from 1955 until 1982, during which time the 

Liberal Party or Liberal–National Party (previously Country Party) Coalitions governed with 
healthy majorities.

• In Queensland, the Labor Party did not win an election until 1989, 32 years after the defeat of 
the Gair government. 

• Labor remained out of offi  ce in the Federal parliament until 1972. On two occasions, 
1961 and 1969, Labor won more than 50 per cent of the popular vote for the House of 
Representatives, but DLP preferences helped elect Liberal–Country Coalition members in 
enough marginal seats to allow the Coalition to retain government (see source 6).

• In addition, the system of proportional representation in the Australian Senate allowed a 
number of DLP Senators to be elected between 1955 and 1974. One such Senator was 
Vince Gair, whose QLP merged with the DLP in 1962. He was elected as a DLP Senator 
in 1964, became DLP Senate leader, and remained in the Senate until 1974.

source 6 Arthur Calwell, Be just and fear not (1972). Arthur Calwell 
became federal leader of the ALP in 1960, on the retirement of Dr Evatt.

I have witnessed three disastrous splits in the 
Australian Labor Party during the past fi fty-six 
years. .  .  . The fi rst split occurred in 1916 over 
conscription in World War I; the second in 1931 
over the Premiers’ Plan for economic recovery 
in the Great Depression; and the third in 1955 
over alleged communist infi ltration of the trade 
union movement. The last was the worst of the 
three, because the party has not yet healed the 
wounds that resulted from it.
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• With five senators between 1971 and 1974, the DLP held effective balance of power in 
the Senate. This became an issue after December 1972 when a Labor Government came to 
power in Canberra. The DLP joined with Coalition Senators in blocking some of the new 
government’s reform agenda. All five DLP Senators were defeated in the 1974 election, and the 
party gradually declined in influence. It voted to disband in all states except Victoria in 1978.

• Other states did not experience the dramatic split in the ALP that occurred in Victoria and 
Queensland, so the DLP was never as influential in those states. Nevertheless, the party fielded 
candidates in all states in both state and federal elections, and decided the outcome in some 
marginal seats by directing its preferences towards non-Labor candidates.
The Petrov defections, the ensuing Royal Commission, and the reaction of Labor leader 

Dr Evatt to both, formed the basis of a political crisis for the ALP that was to last for a generation. 
H. V. Evatt remained as leader of the ALP until 1960, but the Petrov affair and its aftermath 
severely damaged his reputation and destroyed his political career.

7.6.4 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Explain the effect of the split on the electoral success of the Labor Party after 1955 in
a Victoria
b Queensland
c the Federal Parliament.

2 How did the split affect Senate elections and the composition of the Senate?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 How long after the split was Calwell writing the words in source 6?
4 Why did he believe the split of 1955 was worse than the previous two Labor splits?

7.6 PuTTing iT All TogeTher 

AnAlysing cAuse And effecT

1 Considering the differences between the mainstream of the Labor Party and the ‘Groupers’ in the 
1950s, discuss each of the following, giving reasons for your opinion in each case:
a How important was the Petrov affair as a cause of the split in the Labor Party?
b To what extent did the actions of Dr Evatt increase the likelihood of the split occurring?
c Was a split in the Labor Party inevitable by the mid-1950s, irrespective of the actions of Petrov 

and/or Evatt?
d What could have been done, if anything, to prevent the split?

deTermining hisToricAl significAnce

2 Explain why the Petrov affair and its aftermath can be considered such a significant crisis in the 
context of Australian political history.

7.7 War in Vietnam
7.7.1 Background to the war
The Vietnam War became a major focus of the tensions that existed between communist and  
capitalist countries during the Cold War. As had happened with the Korean War and the Malayan 
Emergency, forces of the West lined up against local communist fighters in an Asian country. 
The experiences of those previous conflicts were to influence the views of the US and its allies, 
including Australia, in becoming involved in yet another war in the jungles of Asia. In common 
with those previous conflicts, it was seen as an example of the domino theory, requiring 
intervention to prevent the spread of communism.

As European countries had expanded their empires into Asia and Africa during the 
nineteenth century, France had taken control of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. By the 
1890s these countries were under French control as the colonies of French Indochina. 
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Many inhabitants of the colonies opposed French rule, and a number of rebellions had taken 
place in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. During the 1920s, many of those 
campaigning for independence of the Indochinese colonies became influenced by communist 
ideals, and not only sought independence from France, but hoped to establish a communist 
system in their countries once they became independent. One of these leaders was Ho Chi 
Minh, a Vietnamese who had been educated in France, and had lived for many years in the 
Soviet Union during the 1920s and 1930s. In 1940 he returned to Vietnam, and formed the 
Viet Minh, a guerrilla army that fought against Japanese occupation of his country. During 
this period, the Viet Minh forces were supported by the US in their fight against the common 
enemy, Japan.

The war against the French
In September 1945, with the defeat of the Japanese, Ho Chi Minh declared the independence 
of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) in Hanoi. The French were unwilling to grant 
independence and sought to re-assert colonial control. French troops arrived in 1946 and war 
continued for the next eight years. In 1948 the French set up an alternative government to that 
of the DRV, and installed the traditional Vietnamese emperor Bao Dai as head of the ‘State of 
Vietnam’, centred around Saigon. In 1950, the State of Vietnam was recognised by western 
countries including the US and its allies as the legitimate government of Vietnam, while the 
DRV was recognised by China and the Soviet Union. The State of Vietnam raised its own 
army to support the French in their battle to regain control of the country. The USA provided 
significant financial support for the French and the anti-communist State of Vietnam, as it saw 
this as another important theatre in the battle against the spread of communism in Asia.

After a long struggle, the independence forces militarily defeated the French at the Battle of 
Dien Bien Phu in 1954. A peace conference was convened in Geneva, Switzerland, to determine 
the future of Vietnam. At this conference, Vietnam was temporarily divided into two, with a 
provisional border established at the 17th parallel. Northern Vietnam would remain under the 
control of the communist DRV, while southern Vietnam would remain in the pro-western hands 
of Bao Dai and his government. This division was similar to the way Korea had been partitioned 
at the end of World War II. As was the case in Korea, this partition was not a long-term solution, 
and would soon lead to renewed hostilities.

The path to another war
The conference agreed that elections would be held in 1956 to determine a national 
government for a united Vietnam. For 300 days following partition, civilians were given 
the right to cross the border to live in the zone of their choice. Under this arrangement, 
about a million anti-communists, mainly Catholics, migrated south. Over 100  000 southern 
communists moved north, but most expected to return following the elections of 1956. 
Many thousands of communists remained in their homes in the south, anticipating that 
nationwide elections would result in re-unification under a communist government. In 1955 
the prime minister of South Vietnam, Ngo Dinh Diem, arranged to hold a referendum to 
determine the future government of the south. Diem wanted to remove Bao Dai and become 
President of a new republic. The result of the referendum was rigged, Diem removed Bao Dai, 
and declared himself President of the newly created Republic of Vietnam (ROV). The elections 
of 1956 were never held, and Diem set out to consolidate his power, and establish the ROV as 
a separate permanent, pro-western, anti-communist state.

Once it became clear that Diem had no intention of facilitating the re-unification of the 
country, armed insurgency broke out in different parts of the south. The United States supported 
Diem because they saw his government as an ally in the fight to stop the spread of communism. 
America sent aid and military advisers to assist in the establishment of the ROV army to help put 
down communist rebellions. In 1960, the various pro-communist groups in the south united to 
form the National Liberation Front (NLF), known in the west as the Viet Cong. Its aim was to 
lead armed struggle against the government of Ngo Dinh Diem, and re-unite the south with the 
communist north. Many of the communists who had moved north in 1954 returned to the south 
to join in the battle against the Diem government. The NLF received supplies form the North via 
a secret route known as the Ho Chi Minh Trail (see source 1).

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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source 1 Vietnam was divided in two in 1954. When 
war resumed, the NLF in the south were supplied via the 
Ho Chi Minh Trail.

7.7.1 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 What had been the attitude of the 
Vietnamese towards French colonial rule in 
the years before World War II?

2 Explain what Ho Chi Minh and his supporters 
were expecting to happen when the 
Japanese were defeated.

3 How did the French respond to the 
establishment of the DRV?

4 Construct a timeline that traces the sequence of 
events in Vietnam from the end of World War II 
in 1945 to the formation of the NLF in 1960.

5 Describe the role of the United States in 
infl uencing these events.

6 Explain the aims of the Vietnamese National 
Liberation Front.

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

7 Using source 1, explain the route of the Ho 
Chi Minh Trail.

8 Why might the location of this route have 
created a problem for the forces of the ROV 
and its American allies?

7.7.2 Western involvement
Th e activities of the NLF alarmed the anti-communist countries like the United States 
and Australia, and so from the mid-1950s they sent military advisers to support the 
government of the South. By 1963, over 16  000 American military personnel were stationed 
in South Vietnam. Th ey had no specifi c combat role, but were assigned to advise and train 
the South Vietnamese army. In 1962 the Australian government sent 30 military advisors to 
South Vietnam. Th ese men were sent because they had experience in jungle warfare during 
the Malayan Emergency. It was felt that they would be able to provide valuable training to the 
South Vietnamese army. Th e government of Prime Minister Menzies believed that it should 
support the fi ght against communism, as it had done in Korea and Malaya. Over the next 
two years increasing numbers of Australian military personnel were sent to South Vietnam, 
rising to 200 by late 1964.

did you know?

Lyndon Baines 
Johnson, known 
widely as ‘LBJ’, 
was elected vice-
president of the US 
in 1960, at the time 
of the election of 
John F. Kennedy 
as president. In 
November 1963, 
Kennedy was 
assassinated 
and LBJ was 
immediately sworn 
in as president. He 
was responsible 
for promoting civil 
rights legislation, 
banning racial 
discrimination, 
as well as voting 
rights legislation 
designed to give 
the vote to all 
African American 
citizens. He was 
re-elected in 
his own right in 
1964 and was 
responsible for 
the massively 
increasing 
American troop 
deployment in 
Vietnam. He was 
the fi rst serving US 
president to visit 
Australia, in 1966.
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During 1963, Diem became increasingly unpopular as he persecuted many members of the 
Buddhist majority in the south. Like many Vietnamese infl uenced by the previous French occupation, 
Diem was a Catholic. He appointed Catholics to most important government positions and removed 
Buddhists from positions of infl uence. When Buddhists protested against this discrimination, they were 
ruthlessly attacked. Th e increasingly unpopular rule of Diem came to an end in November 1963 when 
he was overthrown and executed by leaders of the army. It is generally accepted that the US was 
supportive of this change, as it increasingly found Diem to be an embarrassment. Th e Americans felt 
they had to support the ROV as an anti-communist power in Asia, but did not want to be seen to be 
supporting an increasingly authoritarian dictator. During the next few months, a succession of South 
Vietnamese military leaders took over leadership of the country, as the NLF forces became more active 
in the countryside, and the South Vietnamese army came under increasing pressure.

Following the assassination of US President Kennedy in November 1963, newly appointed President 
Lyndon Johnson set out to renew the fi ght against communist forces in Vietnam (see source 2). Th e 
situation escalated in 1964 when 
an American destroyer falsely 
claimed it was attacked by the 
North in what was known as 
the Gulf of Tonkin Incident. 
Under this pretext, the United 
States dramatically increased 
its troop numbers in Vietnam, 
and Australia also increased its 
involvement.

Buddhism an Asian 
religion that teaches 
that the path to 
enlightenment comes 
from accepting suffering 
as part of life and 
overcoming desire 
through adopting a set 
of ethical practices

We should stop playing cops and robbers and get back to .  .  . 
winning the war .  .  . tell the generals in Saigon that Lyndon 
Johnson intends to stand by our word .  .  . [to] win the contest 
against the externally directed and supported Communist 
conspiracy.

source 2 Extract from a speech given by Lyndon B. Johnson 
on 24 November 1963, two days after assuming the US 
presidency following the death of President Kennedy

7.7.2 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Outline the way in which the US and its allies, such as 
Australia, increased their military presence in Vietnam.

2 Why was President Diem overthrown in 1963?
3 What event caused President Johnson to increase the 

American military commitment to Vietnam?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 What do you think President Johnson meant by the words 
‘We should stop playing cops and robbers’ in source 2?

5 When he uses the words ‘externally directed and 
supported Communist conspiracy’, what does this tell 
us about Johnson’s interpretation of the causes of the 
confl ict in Vietnam?

7.7.3 Escalation of the war
In March 1965, American Air Force bases in 
South Vietnam were attacked by Viet Cong 
forces. Th e US government was increasingly 
concerned that the local South Vietnamese 
army was not capable of protecting its bases, so 
it sent 3500 marines to assist with this task. It 
was the beginning of the US commitment to 
sending its troops to undertake a combat role 
in Vietnam. By early 1965, American combat 
forces had increased to almost 200  000, and the 
US changed its strategy from one of supporting 
the South Vietnamese army, to one of taking 
the lead in the fi ght against the NLF. Th ose who 
had previously been seen as advisers to the South 
Vietnamese assumed an active combat role. 
Th e US continued to send increasing numbers 
of combat troops to Vietnam, reaching a peak 
of over half a million by 1968 (see source 3). 
More than 58  000 American military personnel 
were killed in Vietnam (see source 4), while 
more than 150  000 were wounded. 

Year Number of 
troops 

Number of 
deaths

1960 900 5

1961 3 200 16

1962 11 300 53

1963 16 300 122

1964 23 300 216

1965 184 300 1 928

1966 385 300 6 350

1967 485 600 11 363

1968 536 100 16 899

1969 475 200 11 780

1970 334 600 6 173

1971 156 800 2 414

1972 24 200 759

source 3 US troop numbers and deaths in 
Vietnam 1960–72
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The takeover of South Vietnam would be a direct military threat to Australia and all the countries of south and 
southeast Asia. It must be seen as part of a thrust by communist China between the Indian and Pacifi c Oceans.

source 4 Prime Minister Menzies announcing the commitment of Australian ground troops to Vietnam, 
April 1965

In April 1965, Prime Minister Menzies announced that Australia would be committing ground 
troops to the war in Vietnam (see sources 5 and 6). Menzies invoked both the ANZUS and SEATO 
agreements to justify this involvement, and claimed that the Australian government had received 
a request for assistance from the South Vietnamese government. Initially one battalion (just under 
1000 soldiers) was sent, but this was soon increased to three battalions. Th e Australian commitment 
in Vietnam reached a peak of 8300 troops in January 1969. Over 10 years from 1962 to 1972, almost 
60  000 Australians, including ground troops and air force and navy personnel, served in Vietnam; 
521 died and more than 3000 were wounded. In November 1964, compulsory military service had 
been introduced for all 20-year-old males in Australia. Selection was by ballot, so not all were required 
to serve. In May 1965, the government announced that conscripts could be required to serve overseas, 
and in March 1966 it announced that conscripts would be sent to fi ght in Vietnam.

Th e Vietnam War was a diff erent type of war for most of the foreign troops sent to fi ght there. 
Over 75 per cent of southern Vietnam was covered in jungle, and the Viet Cong were experts at 
using the terrain to provide cover for their operations. Th ey also developed systems of tunnels 

conscripts soldiers 
recruited through 
compulsory military 
service

source 5 The front page of The Australian newspaper 
announcing the Australian government’s decision to send 
combat troops to Vietnam
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that allowed them to hide underground for long periods of time. US and Australian soldiers were 
regularly sent out in small parties to attempt to track down Viet Cong guerrilla fi ghters in ‘search 
and destroy’ missions, so engagement with the enemy was mostly small-scale exchange of fi re, 
rather than large battles of the type fought in the two World Wars (see sources 6 and 7).

7.7.3 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 How did the role of American troops in Vietnam change during 1965?
2 In what way did the Australian government support the changing role of the Americans?
3 Identify and list the key dates that represent major steps in the escalation of the US and 

Australian involvement in Vietnam.

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 From the information in source 3 identify the two years that saw the greatest increase in the 
number of American troops sent to fi ght in Vietnam.

5 Of the 13 years of American deaths in Vietnam shown in source 3, just three years saw over 
two-thirds of those deaths occur.
a Identify the three years in question.
b Calculate the percentage of the total number of deaths that occurred in those three years.

6 From source 4, explain what Menzies believed was the cause of the Vietnam War.
7 Use the information in source 5 to answer the following questions.

a What was the reaction of the US President to Menzies’s announcement?
b What clues were there that conscripts might be sent to Vietnam?

8 Using sources 6 and 7, outline the ways in which American and Australian troops were at a 
disadvantage in the jungle warfare against the Viet Cong fi ghters.

source 6 A new type of war for Australia

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

Concealed 
trapdoor 
entrance

Firing 
post

Sleeping 
chamber

Blast-proof, 
gas-proof, 
waterproof 
trapdoors

Aid station 
for wounded

Tunnel drop 
as blast wall Water table

Well

Storage — weapons, 
explosives and rice

Connecting 
tunnel to 
rest of 
system

Booby 
trap

False tunnel

Punji stake
trap

Conference 
chamber

Kitchen Remote 
smoke 
outlets

source 7 Example of 
Viet Cong tunnel complex

Approximately 75 per cent of the southern part of Vietnam 
is covered with dense forest and 40 per cent of it is 
mountainous. The climate is tropical and monsoonal with 
84 per cent humidity throughout the year. Troops from both 
sides used the thick vegetation as a cover.

Roving bands of Viet Cong guerillas tormented 
Australian and US troops with ambush and 
sudden raids. As well as using the natural features 
of the topography, they hid in vast underground 
tunnel complexes. These lay hidden behind 
enemy lines and provided the ideal launching pad 
for hit-and-run campaigns and sabotage.
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that allowed them to hide underground for long periods of time. US and Australian soldiers were 
regularly sent out in small parties to attempt to track down Viet Cong guerrilla fi ghters in ‘search 
and destroy’ missions, so engagement with the enemy was mostly small-scale exchange of fi re, 
rather than large battles of the type fought in the two World Wars (see sources 6 and 7).

7.7.3 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 How did the role of American troops in Vietnam change during 1965?
2 In what way did the Australian government support the changing role of the Americans?
3 Identify and list the key dates that represent major steps in the escalation of the US and 

Australian involvement in Vietnam.

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 From the information in source 3 identify the two years that saw the greatest increase in the 
number of American troops sent to fi ght in Vietnam.

5 Of the 13 years of American deaths in Vietnam shown in source 3, just three years saw over 
two-thirds of those deaths occur.
a Identify the three years in question.
b Calculate the percentage of the total number of deaths that occurred in those three years.

6 From source 4, explain what Menzies believed was the cause of the Vietnam War.
7 Use the information in source 5 to answer the following questions.

a What was the reaction of the US President to Menzies’s announcement?
b What clues were there that conscripts might be sent to Vietnam?

8 Using sources 6 and 7, outline the ways in which American and Australian troops were at a 
disadvantage in the jungle warfare against the Viet Cong fi ghters.

source 6 A new type of war for Australia

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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Agent Orange, a weedkiller, was sprayed over jungles 
and farms to destroy food crops and to defoliate 
vegetation that provided cover for Viet Cong. Napalm 
bombs were dropped. When these bombs burst, they 
ignite and splatter burning napalm (a jellied gasoline) 

Sometimes local villagers would 
provide information about Viet Cong 
movements. However, Australian 
and US troops always approached 
with caution; often Viet Cong troops 
were hiding within, ready to mount 
an ambush. Villagers were punished 
by the Viet Cong if they were found 
to have helped foreign soldiers.

The use of chemicals was 
common. Coloured smoke 
bombs were used to alert 
incoming choppers if an 
area was safe, and to 
pinpoint bombing targets.

There were many hidden dangers for Australian 
and US troops within the jungle itself and 
surrounding terrain. Mines were carefully hidden 
and booby traps were laid. Sometimes sharpened 
bamboo spikes were concealed in a pit. When a 
person stood on the camoufl aged lid, it swung over a wide area. It 

clings to everything 
it touches and burns 
violently — death 
results from burns or 
suffocation.

person stood on the camoufl aged lid, it swung 
down, dropping the man 
onto the spikes below. 
It then swung back into 
position for the next victim.
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7.7.4 The end of the war
In addition to the Viet Cong guerrilla forces, regular troops from the North Vietnamese army 
also joined in the warfare and the US embarked on a campaign of bombing North Vietnam. 
By 1969, the war had become very unpopular in the US, and newly elected President Richard 
Nixon embarked on a policy of attempting to increase the size of the South Vietnamese army to 
take over from the Americans and their allies. Gradually American and allied forces were to be 
withdrawn, and the major responsibility handed back to the Vietnamese. By late 1970, Australia 
was decreasing its involvement in Vietnam. By late 1972, only a handful of Australian troops 
remained there, the last leaving in 1973. 

In 1968, President Johnson had supported the establishment of peace talks to be held in 
Paris, France, involving representatives of the major parties involved. Johnson stopped the 
bombing of North Vietnam in the hope of encouraging the North Vietnamese to participate. 
Th e peace talks dragged on for fi ve years without reaching any fi rm agreements. When Richard 
Nixon took over as President in January 1969, he committed to continuing the peace process, 
but at various times he resumed the bombing of North Vietnam in order to demonstrate 
his continuing support for the South Vietnamese government. A peace accord was signed 
in January 1973 that included a period of ceasefi re, to allow American combat troops to 
withdraw. Prisoners of war were to be exchanged between the two sides, and the governments 
of North and South Vietnam were to begin negotiations to develop a plan for re-unifi cation. 
From this point on, only a small number of American soldiers remained in Vietnam, carrying 
out duties such as guarding the US embassy in Saigon.

Th e governments of the two parts of Vietnam failed to reach any agreement on a formula 
for re-unifi cation, and hostilities broke out again between the two sides. Gradually the North 
Vietnamese army and Viet Cong took over control of the south and in April 1975, North 
Vietnamese forces entered Saigon and the South Vietnamese government fell. Many Vietnamese 
who had supported the government of the south were evacuated on American ships, and the US 
embassy was evacuated by helicopter fl ights to those same ships (see source 8).

source 8 A North Vietnamese tank breaks down the gates of the South Vietnamese presidential palace, 
30 April 1975
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Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
The vietnam war

7.7.4 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Why did President Nixon embark on a program of withdrawing American troops in 1969?
2 Describe the key features of the peace accord signed in January 1973.
3 Why did fi ghting soon break out again between the two sides in Vietnam?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 Why would the activity taking place in source 8 have been regarded as highly symbolic by both 
the NLF and the North Vietnamese government?

7.7 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

1 sources 2 and 4 give us insights into what American and Australian political leaders thought 
were the causes of the war. Do you agree or disagree with their opinions? Give reasons for 
your answer.

AnAlysing cAuse And effecT

2 When examining the causes of any historical event, we can identify long-term or underlying 
causes or trends, and short-term or immediate causes. The long-term causes are found in the 
nature and structure of the society. The short-term causes are the immediate actions that led 
directly to the events in question. From what you have read in this topic,
a Identify and explain the long term causes of the war in Vietnam, in terms of the nature and 

structure of Vietnamese society.
b What were the immediate or short-term causes that led to the actual outbreak of hostilities? List 

at least two and explain how each contributed to the outbreak of war.
c What were the long-term causes or trends in Australian and American society that led to these 

two countries becoming involved in Vietnam?

7.8 Vietnam and Australian politics
7.8.1 Initial support for the war
Th e Vietnam War polarised Australia in a way no other war had. In its early years it was seen 
as essential to combat the spread of communism and the majority of Australians supported 
it. In time, however, the unpopularity of sending conscripts to an overseas war, and a growing 
realisation that we had become enmeshed in a civil war we could not win, was enough to 
dramatically change the tide of public opinion.

In the early years of Australia’s involvement in Vietnam it was strongly supported within the 
Australian community. Prime Minister Robert Menzies was intensely anti-communist and a 
strong supporter of the domino theory, and the majority agreed with him at the time. source 1 
shows many of the reasons why Australians were prepared to support Australian participation in 
the Vietnam War.

Despite this strong level of support from large sections of the community, the Labor Party in 
Australia was opposed to Australian military involvement in Vietnam. When Prime Minister 
Menzies announced the commitment of Australian troops to a combat role in April 1965, Labor 
leader Arthur Calwell made it clear that the ALP would not support this (see source 2). In 
January 1966, Robert Menzies retired from Parliament, and was replaced as prime minister by his 
deputy, Harold Holt. Holt continued Menzies’s policies towards Vietnam and in February 1966 
he trebled Australia’s deployment to 4500, one-third of which were to be conscripts. 

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

did you know?

When President 
Johnson stood 
for election as 
President in 
1964, he used 
the slogan ‘All the 
way with LBJ’. 
Australian Prime 
Minister Harold 
Holt visited the US 
in June 1966, and 
when declaring 
his support for 
the Vietnam 
involvement, he 
stated that Australia 
would be ‘all the 
way with LBJ’.
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• Large numbers of Australians at that time had lived 
through World War II, when Australia was threatened 
from the north by Japan. Between 1938 and 
1942, the Japanese had swept through 
southeast Asia, reaching 
Papua New Guinea 
by 1942. It was 
easy to imagine a 
communist force, 
supported by China, 
doing something similar.

• Confl icts between communists and 
anti-communists in so many areas 
of southeast Asia seemed to support 
the basic fears of the domino theory. 
Australia employed a ‘forward defence’ 
policy, by which it was considered better 
to confront an enemy overseas, rather than 
wait until they were on our doorstep.

• Australian involvement in Korea, along with the 
US and other allies, had resulted in a relatively 
stable division of that country into separate 
communist and anti-communist regimes. It 
was felt that a similar result could be achieved 
in Vietnam and a permanent anti-communist 
regime established in the south.

• Australia’s involvement in Malaya was 
relatively successful. Communist guerrillas 
had been defeated and by the early 1960s 
only a few remained. It was believed that 
it was possible to achieve a similar result in 
Vietnam.

• Australia had turned to the USA for support 
during World War II, and since 1945 had become 
a signatory to both the ANZUS and SEATO 
agreements. Under these treaties, the Americans 
would provide assistance to Australia if it was 
threatened, but this also meant that Australia had to 
be prepared to support the United States in return. 
Australia did so by providing troops for the Korean 
War and for the war in Vietnam.

• Our own immediate region had 
experienced instability in the early 
1960s. In 1962 armed confl ict had 

occurred between Indonesia and 
the Dutch who still maintained 

colonial control over West 
Papua. The Dutch had 

supported transition 
to an independent 
West Papua, while 
Indonesia claimed the 

territory as part of 
its own country. 
It was felt that 
Australia should 
maintain a 
strong military 
presence in 

our part of the 
world to deal 

with possible future 
instability.

• In 1963, the 
formation of the 
Federation of Malaysia, 

that included Malaya, 
North Borneo, Sarawak 
and Singapore (only 
until 1965) led to a 

confrontation with 
Indonesia. At the time 

it was suspected that 
Indonesia’s President 
Sukarno had communist 
sympathies, although he 
claimed not to be aligned 
with either the west or 
any of the communist 
countries. Australia sent 

forces to support Malaysia 
in its confl ict with Indonesia, 
again reinforcing the notion 
that the area to our north 
was potentially insecure and 
needed Australian troops to 

maintain regional stability.

source 1 This graphic shows many of the reasons Australians supported Australian military involvement in 
the Vietnam War

We do not think it will help the fi ght against communism. On the contrary, we believe 
it will harm that fi ght in the long term. We do not believe it will promote the welfare 
of the people of Vietnam. On the contrary, we believe it will prolong and deepen 
the suffering of that unhappy people .  .  . the government’s decision rests on three 
false assumptions: an erroneous view of the nature of the war in Vietnam; a failure 
to understand the nature of the communist challenge; and a false notion as to the 
interests of America and her allies .  .  .

source 2 Arthur Calwell, Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, House of 
Representatives, 4 May 1965, vol. 46, pp. 1102–7UNCORRECTED P
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During 1966, opposition to the Vietnam War within Australia became more vocal, with 
increasingly more public protests by opponents. Th ese groups were still in a minority, 
however, with the vast majority still in favour of Australia’s involvement. Th e 1966 federal 
election has held largely on the issue of the Vietnam War, with the Liberal–Country Party 
Coalition government campaigning in favour, and the Labor Party, led by Arthur Calwell, 
against Australia’s military involvement (see sources 3 and 4). Th e election saw a landslide 
victory to the government, and Arthur Calwell resigned as Labor leader, to be replaced by 
Gough Whitlam.

7.8.1 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Why would the alliance with the USA have been an important factor in our involvement 
in Vietnam?

2 In what ways did the issue of Vietnam infl uence the outcome of the 1966 federal election?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 From an examination of source 1, outline three reasons why large numbers of people in 
Australia in the 1960s would have believed that it was possible for our forces to achieve military 
success in Vietnam.

4 From source 2, identify the three false assumptions that Arthur Calwell believed were behind 
the government’s decision to send troops to Vietnam.

5 In what ways is the message of source 3 similar to the message of the domino theory?
6 What message were the participants in the vigil in source 4 attempting to convey to 

government?

7.8.2 Growing opposition
Despite the 1966 election result, opposition to the war within the Australian community 
continued to grow. Th e war had always been presented by its supporters as a means of Australia 
defending itself against communism, but many began to question this assumption. Many came 
to realise that the war was primarily a civil war between two opposing groups within Vietnam, 

source 3 A Liberal Party election 
poster from 1966, highlighting the belief 
that Australia needed to fi ght in Asia to 
protect ourselves from communism

source 4 Peaceful protests, such as this silent vigil outside old Parliament House 
in Canberra, were typical of the anti-war campaign in 1966.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

civil war a war 
between two opposing 
groups within the 
one country
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and may not be part of a series of tumbling dominoes. Opponents of the war included many 
with the following points of view:
• Some people felt that foreign powers had no right to intervene in what was essentially a civil 

war between two opposing parties within the one country. Th ey believed that the Vietnamese 
should be left to resolve the issue for themselves.

• Some questioned whether we should be fi ghting communism in this manner. By the mid-
1960s, many of the fears of the late 1940s and early 1950s had not been realised. Communism 
had not spread into western Europe as had been feared; China had not shown any expansionist 
tendencies since asserting its sovereignty over Tibet in 1950, and clear ideological divisions 
between China and Russia meant that communism was no longer seen as a unifi ed threat.

• People began to question why we should be supporting a corrupt and brutal South Vietnamese 
government. Th e Diem regime had been replaced by an oppressive military dictatorship in 
1963. Presidential elections held in 1967 were widely regarded as rigged, and simply returned 
the same military government. It was diffi  cult to see that the US and its allies were supporting 
anything remotely resembling democracy in South Vietnam. Th e brutality of the South 
Vietnamese regime was graphically illustrated by footage of the South Vietnamese police chief 
shooting a Viet Cong prisoner in a Saigon street in 1968 (see source 5).

• Some believed the war could not be won and that it was immoral to waste so many lives in a lost 
cause. At various times since 1964, American generals had suggested that they were winning the 
war, but the numbers of dead and wounded kept rising with no apparent military progress. 

• Some were appalled by the immense price paid by Vietnam and its people. Millions of 
Vietnamese were killed, including in massacres of innocent civilians. In one well-known case, 
in the village of My Lai in 1968, more than 400 civilians, mainly women, children and the 
elderly, were murdered by US troops. 

• Th e use of weapons such as napalm devastated the Vietnamese environment and caused 
horrifi c burns. A photograph of a young Vietnamese girl running away from an explosion with 
burns on her skin after the napalm had burnt through her clothes was an example of the type 
of images that began to turn people against the war (see source 6).

• Many Australian soldiers sent to Vietnam were not volunteers but were chosen by 
conscription. Some people considered it immoral to force someone to fi ght and kill. At this 
time the voting age was still 21, yet the age for conscription was 20. Some questioned how 
a person not yet considered old and responsible enough to vote could be considered old 
enough to fi ght and kill. Th e Save Our Sons (SOS) Movement was set up in 1965 by a group 
of mothers who opposed conscription and became very infl uential in the development of 
anti-war sentiment.

did you know?

One of the founders 
of the Save Our 
Sons movement 
was Jean McLean. 
Ms McLean was 
one of fi ve SOS 
members who were 
arrested and sent 
to prison in April 
1971 on a charge of 
wilful trespass, after 
they handed out 
anti-conscription 
leafl ets at 
government offi ces 
in Melbourne. 
Ms McLean later 
became a Labor 
member of the 
Victorian parliament 
and served from 
1985 until 1999.

source 5 South Vietnamese General Nguyen Ngoc Loan, 
chief of the national police, shoots Viet Cong offi cer Nguyen 
Van Lem, also known as Bay Lop, on a Saigon street on 
1 February 1968

source 6 This photo of people running from a napalm 
attack, with the young girl having had her clothes burnt 
off, was very powerful in turning public opinion against the 
Vietnam War.
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7.8.2 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Identify and explain two reasons why many 
people were opposed to any Australian 
involvement in the war in Vietnam.

2 In what ways did the issue of conscription 
infl uence the views of many in relation to 
the war?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 What did the action captured in source 5 
tell us about the nature of the regime 
Australia was supporting in South Vietnam? 
How might this have infl uenced public 
opinion in Australia?

4 Why might the image in source 6 
have increased opposition to Australia’s 
involvement in Vietnam?

7.8.3 Opposition intensifies
Opposition to Australia’s involvement in the Vietnam War sprung from two broad sources — 
opposition to the war itself, and opposition to conscription and the deployment of conscripts to 
Vietnam. Interestingly enough, opinion polls regularly showed that the majority of Australians 
were actually against sending conscripts to Vietnam, even though they supported Australia’s 
participation in the war (see source 7). It would seem that opposition to sending conscripts was 
not strong enough in the minds of most people to cause them to oppose the war completely.

In addition to the Labor Party and groups such as Save Our Sons, many religious groups, trade 
unions, and university students and academics were opposed to Australia’s military involvement in 
Vietnam. Th ese groups had opposed the war before the 1966 election, but were still small in number at 
that time. In the early days of anti-war activity, protestors were often characterised as being unpatriotic, 
un-Australian and communist sympathisers. Th is attitude was even applied to members of Save Our 
Sons, most of whom were concerned mothers. Many were abused, insulted, sworn at and called ‘bad 
mothers’ or ‘neglectful wives’, despite the fact that their protests were always carried out peacefully.

Poll date Send to Vietnam (%) Keep in Australia (%) Undecided (%)

Dec 1965 37 52 11

Feb 1966 32 57 11

Apr  1966 38 49 13

July 1966 38 52 10

Dec 1966 37 52 11

Aug 1967 42 49 9

source 7 Opinion polls on sending conscripts to Vietnam (fi gures are rounded to 
whole numbers)

Source: Peter Cook, Australia and Vietnam 1965–1972, La Trobe University Melbourne, 1991, p. 29.

Th roughout the period from 1967 to 1969, the anti-war movement grew in strength and by August 
1969, Australian public opinion appeared to have turned against Australia’s military involvement 
in Vietnam (see source 8). By 1969, groups opposing the war had increased in number and had 
improved their organisation and co-ordination to be able to organise nationwide mass protests, known 
as the moratorium marches. Th ese were scheduled to be held in early 1970, and were aimed at having 
the largest possible numbers participate in a march through the centre of each of the state capital cities.

In the meantime, the 1969 federal election largely reversed the results of the election of 1966. 
Th e ALP, led by Gough Whitlam, went from 41 seats in the House of Representatives to 59, while 
the Liberal–Country Party Coalition dropped from 82 seats to 66. Th e Vietnam War was not as 
dominant an issue in the election as it had been in 1966, as the Australian government had already 
begun following the American lead and reducing the number of troops in Vietnam. Nevertheless, it 
was still a suffi  ciently important issue to have infl uenced the decision of many voters. Th e Labor Party 
was seen as the major party of opposition to the war, while the Coalition was seen as the party that 
had committed Australia to an unwinnable and unnecessary confl ict. If public opinion had remained 
strongly in favour of the war, it is unlikely that the election swing of 1969 would have occurred.
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Poll date Continue to fi ght (%) Withdraw troops (%) Undecided (%)

Sept 1965 56 28 16

Sept 1966 61 27 12

May 1967 62 24 14

Oct 1968 54 38 8

Dec 1968 49 37 14

April 1969 48 40 12

Aug 1969 40 55 5

Oct 1969 39 51 10

Oct 1970 42 50 8

source 8 Public opinion polls on attitudes to the war in Vietnam (fi gures rounded to 
whole numbers)

In 1970 and 1971, moratorium marches took place across Australia. Th ey are generally 
regarded as the largest protest marches to have occurred in Australia to that time. On 8 May 
1970, approximately 150  000 people joined protests across all capital cities. It is estimated that 
the Melbourne march alone drew a crowd of around 100  000 (see source 9). Further marches 
were held on 18 September 1970, and 30 June 1971, both of which attracted crowds of more 
than 100  000 nationwide. It is diffi  cult to assess the signifi cance of the moratorium marches as 
the withdrawal of Australian troops had already begun in 1969, and the last soldiers came home 
in 1972. Just as Australia had followed the US into Vietnam, when the American government 
began withdrawing its forces, Australia did likewise. Th e moratorium marches certainly gave 
those opposed to the war an opportunity to express their views, and provided the government 
with good reason to disengage from Vietnam as quickly as possible.

source 9 Marchers outside the Melbourne Town Hall in May 1970, protesting against 
Australia’s involvement in the Vietnam War

moratorium a 
suspension of activity 
for a period of time. In 
this case it related to the 
suspension of normal 
day-to-day activities as 
a means of protesting 
against the war.
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7.8.3 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Identify three groups in Australian society that took an active role in the anti-war movement in the 
late 1960s.

2 What does the 1969 election result tell us about changing attitudes to Australia’s involvement 
in Vietnam?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 Examine source 7.
a At which time was support for sending conscripts to Vietnam at its greatest level?
b At which time was it at its lowest level?
c Despite the fact that these figures show no apparent trend, what would you expect the 

percentages to show by mid-1969?
4 Examine source 8. Identify the period during which public opinion changed from majority 

support to majority opposition to Australia’s involvement in Vietnam.
5 How significant was the moratorium march shown in source 9 in ending Australia’s participation 

in the Vietnam War?

7.8.4 The longer term consequences
The Vietnam War led many Australians to question old certainties, particularly the need to 
fight communism. The Communist Party in Australia had split into a number of different 
parties during the late 1950s and early 1960s, and each one had a relatively small membership. 
The southeast Asian countries of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia all gained communist 
governments in the 1970s, but these were all locally based, and communism did not spread any 
further as the domino theory had predicted. The threat that had played so heavily on the minds 
of many since the late 1940s no longer seemed to carry any real danger.

The target group of the introduction of conscription was the young men of the baby boomer 
generation, the group born in the period following the end of World War II. This generation 
was to become the most well educated group in Australia’s history to that time, with larger 
percentages finishing school and attending university than any previous generation. Much of 
the music and culture of the 1960s encouraged a questioning of previous values and habits, 
and many of this generation were more willing to challenge authority than had previously been 
the case. Some young men defied the law by refusing to register for conscription, in some cases 
choosing to go to jail rather than participate in the war (see source 10). Young men and women 
were prepared to challenge authority in a way that had rarely been seen during the twentieth 
century in Australia. Many who had been active in the anti-war protests became involved in other 
campaigns for social change, such as the environmental movement, during the 1970s.

A large protest movement developed in opposition to the war, holding some of the largest 
protest marches ever seen in Australia. Many people who had not been previously particularly 
interested in politics began to take an active role. Membership of Save Our Sons changed the 
views of many women. Although they often came from middle class Liberal voting suburbs, 
many found that their political allegiances changed though their political involvement. Many 
became involved in political activities for the first time, and gained the confidence and ability to 
speak out on issues that concerned them (see source 11). The women’s movement of the 1970s 
may well have been boosted by the heightened political activism of women who took part in the 
anti-war movement.

In April 1995, 20 years after the North Vietnamese victory and 30 years after Prime Minister 
Menzies had committed the first combat troops to Vietnam, an opinion poll found that 55 per 
cent of Australians believed that it had been wrong for Australia to become involved in the 
Vietnam War, while only 30 per cent believed that it had been the correct decision. Malcolm 
Fraser, who became prime minister in 1975, was minister for the army from 1966 to 1968 and 
minister for defence from November 1969 to March 1971. In these roles he had ministerial 
responsibility for the deployment of Australian troops in Vietnam. In his later years he declared 
on a number of occasions that the Australian involvement in Vietnam was a mistake that should 
never have occurred, and even published a book in 2014 questioning the value of Australia’s 
military alliance with the United States.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

did you know?

In 1968, a young 
journalist, Simon 
Townsend, 
declared himself 
a conscientious 
objector to national 
service. He spent 
two months in 
prison before being 
exempted. He 
went on to work 
in television, and 
is most famous 
for his children’s 
program Simon 
Townsend’s 
Wonder World, 
shown on  
Channel 10 each 
weekday from 1979 
until 1986.
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7.8.4 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Explain how the consequences of the 
Vietnam War led to a re-assessment of 
Australia’s fears about communism.

2 What impact did the Vietnam War and the 
issue of conscription have on the attitudes of 
many of the baby boomer generation?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 Examine source 10. What aspect of the 
conscription laws is the author using to 
promote the end of conscription?

4 The Save Our Sons movement as depicted in 
source 11 was founded and led by women. 
How might the participation in activities such 
as those shown in this source have infl uenced 
the political views of these women?

7.8 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 In what ways did Australia’s involvement in the 
Vietnam War change many of the attitudes that 
existed in Australia in previous generations?

2 Opposition to the war meant that ex-
servicemen returning from Vietnam were 
not treated as heroes in the way veterans 
of previous wars had been. The Vietnam 
Veterans Association of Australia was 
established in 1980 to lobby the government 
for fi nancial compensation and political 

recognition of its members. Research this 
group and write a report that considers:
a why such a group was perceived to be 

needed.
b what this group has achieved for Vietnam 

veterans.

deTermining hisToricAl significAnce

3 Identify and explain two lessons that you 
believe Australia should have learnt from its 
involvement in Vietnam.

7.9 ‘It’s time’ — The Whitlam 
victory in 1972
7.9.1 Australian politics in 1972
In 1972, Australia had been governed by the Liberal–Country Party Coalition for 23 years. 
In many peoples’ eyes this government had become stale and lacking in ideas for Australia’s future 
direction. On 2 December 1972, the Australian Labor Party, led by Gough Whitlam, was elected 
to government with a bold platform of social change.

source 10 An anti-conscription 
poster from the late 1960s

source 11 This Save Our Sons fl oat took part in the 1967 May Day parade.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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Th e election of the Whitlam government ushered in a tumultuous period in Australian 
political history. Th e government suff ered a number of political crises, culminating in the 
ultimate crisis — being dismissed by the governor-general in November 1975. Th e Whitlam 
government was active in almost every area of government and his ministers were impatient 
in wanting to implement change. Th e fi rst 18 months of the new government were a time of 
feverish activity, overturning many of the old practices of the past.

By 1972, Australia had been governed by the Liberal–Country Party Coalition since 1949. 
Prime Minister William McMahon had held the position only since March 1971. He was the 
third Liberal prime minister since the retirement of Robert Menzies in January 1966. Prime 
Minister Harold Holt, who succeeded Menzies, drowned near Portsea south of Melbourne in 
December 1967. At that time McMahon was deputy leader of the Liberal Party and was expected 
to become prime minister. Unfortunately for McMahon, the leader of the Country Party, John 
McEwen, declared that his party would no longer serve in coalition with the Liberal Party if 
McMahon became prime minister (see source 1). Th e Liberal Party selected John Gorton as its 
leader and he became prime minister in January 1968. Th e government led by Gorton suff ered a 
huge swing against it in the 1969 election and many in his party began to doubt his leadership 
abilities. McMahon challenged Gorton for party leadership following the election, but was 
unsuccessful. When McEwen retired from Parliament in 1971, the new leader of the Country 
Party, Doug Anthony, removed the veto over serving with McMahon. In March 1971, 
Defence Minister Malcolm Fraser resigned from his ministerial position and stood up in 
Parliament to declare that Gorton was ‘not fi t to hold the great offi  ce of Prime Minister’ (see 
source 2). Th is led to a leadership challenge and McMahon became Liberal Party leader and 
prime minister. Although the Menzies era had been considered a period of great stability in 
Australian government, by 1972 the government appeared divided, and lacking in direction and 
leadership. Th e frequent changes in leadership, tension between the Coalition partners, and 
apparent divisions within the Liberal Party had been refl ected in opinion polls throughout 1972, 
with McMahon’s approval rating at only 28 per cent.

On Monday, 18 December, the day after Holt disappeared, McEwen gave the Governor-General an 
ultimatum that he would not serve in a government led by McMahon. McEwen also told McMahon he 
would not serve under him because he did not trust him. Then, after securing the Country Party ministers’ 
agreement, McEwen made his position public. 

source 1 Country Party leader John McEwen made it clear that he would not serve in a government 
headed by William McMahon.

I have now done so as a result of what I have regarded as the Prime Minister’s disloyalty to a senior Minister. 
The Prime Minister, because of his unreasoned drive to get his own way, his obstinacy, impetuous and emotional 
reactions, has imposed strains upon the Liberal Party, the Government and the Public Service. I do not believe 
he is fi t to hold the great offi ce of Prime Minister, and I cannot serve in his Government. 

source 2 Malcolm Fraser explains his reasons for resigning from his ministerial position, Hansard, 
9 March 1971

7.9.1 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Outline two examples of apparent divisions within the 
Liberal Party in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

2 Why might this government have been seen to be lacking 
in direction?

3 Using information in the text, create a timeline showing 
the events leading from Harold Holt’s death to 
William McMahon becoming prime minister of Australia.

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 What does source 1 tell us about potential problems 
within the Liberal–Country Party in the late 1960s?

5 Identify the faults that Malcolm Fraser accused 
John Gorton of displaying in source 2. In your 
opinion, what does this suggest about the character of 
Malcolm Fraser?

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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7.9.2 The ‘It’s Time’ campaign
In contrast to the position of the Liberal–Country Party Coalition, the Labor Party appeared 
united behind leader Gough Whitlam. Whitlam had spent the period since taking over the 
leadership in 1967 in reforming many parts of the Labor Party to make it more appealing to 
non-traditional Labor voters. 
Th e Labor Party’s 1972 campaign 
slogan, ‘It’s Time’, is generally 
considered to be one of the most 
eff ective slogans ever used in an 
Australian election. Th e 1972 
Labor Party theme song stressed 
the need for a new direction in 
politics and promised to tackle 
issues in a fresh, creative manner 
to take the country into and 
exciting future (see sources 3 
and 4). For many voters, Gough 
Whitlam was a dynamic, forward-
looking leader. He was a brilliant 
speaker, well-educated, with the 
charisma to inspire confi dence 
and enthusiasm amongst the 
voting public. He promised a 
whole range of sweeping changes 
that would transform the nation 
(see source 5). To the elation 
of its supporters, the Labor 
Party won the election held on 
2 December with 67 seats in the 
House of Representatives to the 
Coalition’s 58 seats. Twenty-three 
years of conservative government 
in Australia had come to an end. 

did you know?

In addition to 
Little Pattie, 
other well-known 
celebrities of the 
time participated 
in the ‘It’s Time’ 
video. They 
included actors 
Jack Thompson, 
Jacki Weaver, 
Lynette Curran 
and Terry Norris; 
TV presenters 
Graham Kennedy 
and Bert Newton; 
and singers Col 
Joye, Judy Stone 
and Barry Crocker. 
As is the case 
today, it was very 
rare for well-known 
entertainers to 
openly support a 
political party.

weblinks
‘it’s Time’ speech
‘it’s Time’ jingle

It’s Time
Time for freedom, time for moving,

It’s time to begin, yes it’s time
Time for old folks, time we loved them,

It’s time to care, yes it’s time
Time for children, time to teach them,

Time it was free, yes it’s time
Time for loving, time for caring,
It’s time to move, yes it’s time

Time for better days to be here,
It’s time we moved, yes it’s time

source 4 ‘It’s Time’ jingle, as sung 
by Allison McCallum, and a chorus of 
show business and sporting celebrities 
of the time. The video was interspersed 
with photographs of Gough Whitlam at 
various stage of his life. 

source 5 Gough Whitlam’s campaign speech delivered at Bankstown Civic 
Centre in western Sydney on 13 November 1972

Men and Women of Australia!
The decision we will make for our country on 2 December is a choice between the 
past and the future, between the habits and fears of the past and the demands and 
opportunities of the future .  .  . It’s time for a new government — a Labor government .  .  .
Our programme has three great aims. They are:
• to promote equality
• to involve the people of Australia in the decision-making processes of our land
• to liberate the talents and uplift the horizons of the Australian people .  .  .
Under a Labor government, Commonwealth spending on schools and teacher 
training will be the fastest expanding sector of Budget expenditure .  .  . We will 
abolish fees at universities and colleges of advanced education .  .  . We intend 
to raise the basic pension rate to 25 per cent of average weekly earnings .  .  . We 
will establish a universal health insurance system .  .  . We will establish a Prices 
Justifi cation Tribunal .  .  . We will change the emphasis in migration from government 
to family reunion and to retaining migrants already here .  .  . We are determined to 
reverse the trend towards foreign control of Australian resources .  .  . We will abolish 
conscription forthwith .  .  . We will legislate to give Aborigines land rights .  .  . 

Quoted by G. Freudenberg [Whitlam’s speechwriter] in A Certain Grandeur, 
Sun Books, 1978, pp. 229–38.

source 3 Gough Whitlam with entertainer Little Pattie and 
the message of his party’s successful 1972 election campaign: 
‘It’s time’
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7.9.2 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 What actions had Gough Whitlam taken in the late 1960s 
to make the Labor Party more appealing to traditional 
non-Labor voters?

2 Outline some of the personal characteristics that made 
Whitlam appear such an effective leader.

3 Why might it be so signifi cant for Australia that 23 years 
of conservative government had come to an end?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 Explain the image that Gough Whitlam was attempting to 
convey in the publicity photo shown in source 3.

5 Describe the message of the ‘It’s Time’ campaign as 
shown in source 4.

6 What were the three ‘great aims’ Whitlam proposed in 
source 5?

7 Identify the signifi cant groups in Australia that Whitlam 
sought to address in source 5?

7.9.3 Early successes of the Whitlam government
Th e election result would not be fi nalised until 15 December, so it would not be possible to 
fi nalise membership of the new ministry until then. Instead of waiting for the fi nal election 
result, Whitlam and his deputy leader, Lance Barnard, formed a two-person Cabinet, dividing 
the government portfolios between them and implementing a wide variety of decisions to put 
their program into eff ect. Th ese included:
• abolishing conscription 
• withdrawing the last remaining 

Australian troops from Vietnam
• release from prison of seven young men 

who had refused to be conscripted
• banning from South Africa sporting teams 

that had been selected on racial grounds
• instructing Australia’s delegates at the 

United Nations to vote in favour of 
sanctions against South Africa for its 
apartheid policies

• offi  cial recognition of the People’s 
Republic of China, which the previous 
government had refused to recognise 
because it was communist. Th e 
Coalition had offi  cially recognised the 
Guomindang regime on Taiwan as the 
offi  cial government of China for the 
previous 23 years.

• the establishment of a Commission to investigate Indigenous land rights
• the establishment of an interim Schools Commission
• removal of sales tax on the contraceptive pill, to make it cheaper for women
• re-opening the equal pay case for women before the Arbitration Commission, and the 

appointment of a woman to that commission
Once the full ministry had been appointed, the new government continued the rapid pace of 
implementing its program. Over the next year or so, the following policies were implemented:
• the establishment of an ongoing Schools Commission to administer the payment of additional 

funding to schools through programs such as the Disadvantaged Schools Program
• the abolition of all fees for higher education
• the establishment of the Tertiary Education Assistance Scheme to provide means-tested 

fi nancial support to tertiary students
• the creation of the fi rst Offi  ce of Women’s Aff airs to promote gender equality, and the 

appointment of a women’s adviser to the prime minister
• the introduction of a supporting mother’s benefi t for single mothers not entitled to a widow’s pension
• the establishment of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Land Rights in Federal Territories
• the granting of funds to establish the Northern and Central Land Councils and to gain legal 

support for land rights claims. Whitlam had visited Aboriginal activists protesting in front of 
Parliament House in February 1972 (see source 6).

portfolio a department 
or area for which a 
minister is responsible

source 6 Whitlam and his deputy, Lance Barnard, 
formed a two-person ministry for the fi rst two weeks 
of the new government.

apartheid the South 
African policy of 
racial segregation

did you know?

During the 
apartheid era 
in South Africa, 
sporting teams 
travelling to other 
countries were 
selected on racial 
grounds. In the 
winter of 1971, a 
tour of Australia 
by the South 
African rugby team 
led to protests, 
demonstrations, 
and a refusal by 
six Australian 
players to compete 
against the 
South Africans. 
The McMahon 
government 
refused to act 
on the issue, but 
once the Whitlam 
government was 
elected, a ban on 
all offi cial Australian 
sporting contacts 
with South Africa 
was imposed, 
which lasted until 
the early 1990s, 
when apartheid 
was abolished. 
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• abolition of the death penalty for all federal crimes
• the establishment of Legal Aid offi  ces in all states to assist those who had to go to court, but 

could not aff ord a lawyer
• lowering of the voting age for federal elections from 21 to 18 years
• the establishment of the Department of Urban Development to fund the installation of 

sewerage pipes in outer suburban areas that had previously been unsewered
• setting up a process for providing direct fi nancial grants to local councils for a variety of projects
• the beginnings of multiculturalism in Australia through the abolition of what remained of the 

White Australia policy, and promotion of the idea that people of diff erent backgrounds should not 
have to abandon their cultural heritage in order to participate in the life of their adopted country

• commencement of legal action in the International Court of Justice to prevent France from 
testing nuclear weapons in the South Pacifi c

• granting self-government to Papua New Guinea, which had been governed as an Australian 
territory since 1920.
Despite the clear mandate from the voters to implement its promises, the Whitlam 

Government often met with obstruction in the Senate, where it did not have a majority of seats. 
By early 1974, the Opposition in the Senate, with the help of the DLP, had blocked 19 pieces of 
legislation, six of them twice. Before long, it would force the government to an early election.

source 7 Gough Whitlam and Kep Enderby, federal member for the ACT, meeting with 
Aboriginal activists in front of Parliament House in February 1972

7.10.1 The 1974 election
Over time, the Whitlam government experienced mounting problems and in October 1975, a 
political crisis erupted when the Senate refused to pass legislation that would allow the 
government to spend money raised in taxes. After several weeks of drama, on 11 November the 
Governor-General, Sir John Kerr, dismissed the Whitlam government and appointed Liberal 
Party leader Malcolm Fraser as caretaker prime minister. Fraser won the election called for 
13 December 1975 and the Labor Party lost 30 of its 66 seats.

Less than 18 months after the December 1972 election, the Whitlam government found itself 
going back to the voters to seek support to continue its policies. Th e election arose through a 
number of factors.

The Senate situation
Australian voters today are used to Senate elections occurring at the same time as House of 
Representatives elections. Th is was not the case for much of the 1960s and early 1970s. When 
Prime Minister Menzies called an election a year early in 1963, only a House of Representatives 
election was held. Th is meant that regular half-Senate elections were held in 1964, 1967 and 
1970, with new Senators taking up their positions from 1 July of the following year in each case. 
Th is meant that a Senate election was due to be held in the fi rst half of 1974, before 1 July, when 
half the Senators’ terms would expire.

The threat to block supply
Under the government budgetary processes that applied at the time, the government’s 
annual budget was presented in August. Th e budget would allocate money to be spent for 
the remainder of the fi nancial year, until 30 June of the following year. Th is meant that the 
government would have to present legislation to grant it the right to spend money (known as 
‘supply’) for the fi rst months of the new fi nancial year, from 1 July to mid-August. Th is was 
usually done in April in preparation for the new fi nancial year. In April 1974, the Liberal–
Country Party Opposition in the Senate used its numbers to postpone a vote on these supply 
bills, in the hope of forcing Whitlam to hold a House of Representatives election along with 
the half-Senate election.

Double dissolution and joint sitting
Whitlam responded to the threats from the Senate by advising the governor-general to call 
a double dissolution, citing the six bills that had been twice rejected by the Senate as the 
grounds. Th e election was scheduled for 18 May and Whitlam campaigned on the basis of 
not having been given a chance to carry out his program, using the slogan ‘Give Gough a Go’. 
Th e government was returned with a slightly reduced majority in the House of Representatives, 
but still no majority in the Senate. Although it had gained three additional Senators, it still 
only held 29 of the 60 Senate seats. Following the election loss of 1974, Liberal Party leader 
Billy Snedden was challenged for his position by Malcolm Fraser, but Snedden was able to win 
the party room vote.

did you know?

France began 
atmospheric 
testing of nuclear 
weapons on 
Mururoa atoll 
in the Pacifi c 
Ocean in 1966. 
Many nations 
in the Pacifi c 
region objected 
to this, and in 
1973, the Whitlam 
government in 
Australia and 
the Labour 
government of 
New Zealand 
took action in the 
International Court 
of Justice to stop 
the testing. The 
case was fi nalised 
when the French 
government 
agreed to stop 
atmospheric 
testing in 1974 and 
only continue with 
underground tests.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

double dissolution 
occurs when both 
houses of the 
Commonwealth 
parliament are dissolved 
and all members 
are required to face 
an election, unlike a 
scheduled election when 
only half the senators 
are up for re-election

7.9.3 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Identify two actions carried out by the two-person 
ministry of Whitlam and Barnard that were directly 
related to promises made during the election campaign 
(refer to source 5).

2 What changes did the Whitlam government make in its 
fi rst 18 months that was of benefi t to:
a Australians under 25 years of age?

b women?
c Aboriginal Australians?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 What message would Gough Whitlam have wanted to 
convey in source 7? Consider how powerful this image 
is in conveying this message. What is the value of such a 
source to a historian researching this period of Australian 
history?
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7.9 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 Outline three actions of the Whitlam government that were directly opposite to the policies that 
had been carried out by the previous government.

2 Identify four ways in which the Whitlam government demonstrated its intention to make further 
changes to Australian society in the future.

AnAlysing cAuse And effecT

3 Discuss three reasons why you believe Whitlam and the Labor Party were successful in winning the 
1972 election, after 23 years in opposition.

7.10 The Whitlam Dismissal, 1975
7.10.1 The 1974 election
Over time, the Whitlam government experienced mounting problems and in October 1975, a 
political crisis erupted when the Senate refused to pass legislation that would allow the 
government to spend money raised in taxes. After several weeks of drama, on 11 November the 
Governor-General, Sir John Kerr, dismissed the Whitlam government and appointed Liberal 
Party leader Malcolm Fraser as caretaker prime minister. Fraser won the election called for 
13 December 1975 and the Labor Party lost 30 of its 66 seats.

Less than 18 months after the December 1972 election, the Whitlam government found itself 
going back to the voters to seek support to continue its policies. The election arose through a 
number of factors.

The Senate situation
Australian voters today are used to Senate elections occurring at the same time as House of 
Representatives elections. This was not the case for much of the 1960s and early 1970s. When 
Prime Minister Menzies called an election a year early in 1963, only a House of Representatives 
election was held. This meant that regular half-Senate elections were held in 1964, 1967 and 
1970, with new Senators taking up their positions from 1 July of the following year in each case. 
This meant that a Senate election was due to be held in the first half of 1974, before 1 July, when 
half the Senators’ terms would expire.

The threat to block supply
Under the government budgetary processes that applied at the time, the government’s 
annual budget was presented in August. The budget would allocate money to be spent for 
the remainder of the financial year, until 30 June of the following year. This meant that the 
government would have to present legislation to grant it the right to spend money (known as 
‘supply’) for the first months of the new financial year, from 1 July to mid-August. This was 
usually done in April in preparation for the new financial year. In April 1974, the Liberal–
Country Party Opposition in the Senate used its numbers to postpone a vote on these supply 
bills, in the hope of forcing Whitlam to hold a House of Representatives election along with 
the half-Senate election.

Double dissolution and joint sitting
Whitlam responded to the threats from the Senate by advising the governor-general to call 
a double dissolution, citing the six bills that had been twice rejected by the Senate as the 
grounds. The election was scheduled for 18 May and Whitlam campaigned on the basis of 
not having been given a chance to carry out his program, using the slogan ‘Give Gough a Go’. 
The government was returned with a slightly reduced majority in the House of Representatives, 
but still no majority in the Senate. Although it had gained three additional Senators, it still 
only held 29 of the 60 Senate seats. Following the election loss of 1974, Liberal Party leader 
Billy Snedden was challenged for his position by Malcolm Fraser, but Snedden was able to win 
the party room vote.

did you know?

France began 
atmospheric 
testing of nuclear 
weapons on 
Mururoa atoll 
in the Pacific 
Ocean in 1966. 
Many nations 
in the Pacific 
region objected 
to this, and in 
1973, the Whitlam 
government in 
Australia and 
the Labour 
government of 
New Zealand 
took action in the 
International Court 
of Justice to stop 
the testing. The 
case was finalised 
when the French 
government 
agreed to stop 
atmospheric 
testing in 1974 and 
only continue with 
underground tests.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

double dissolution  
occurs when both 
houses of the 
Commonwealth 
parliament are dissolved 
and all members 
are required to face 
an election, unlike a 
scheduled election when 
only half the senators 
are up for re-election
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Section 57 of the Australian Constitution allows for a joint sitting of the two houses of 
Parliament to be held if the Senate continues to refuse to pass government legislation after a 
double dissolution election. Such a joint sitting was held on 6 and 7 August 1974, and it passed 
all six bills (see source 1). One of these was the legislation that allowed the Australian Capital 
Territory and Northern Territory to be represented in the Senate, while two other bills established 
the universal healthcare system, known then as Medibank and now known as Medicare.

We are witnessing for the fi rst time a Joint Sitting of the House of Representatives and the Senate of 
Australia. It is the fi rst time that the members of both Houses have sat together as a single legislative body.

.  .  . It has come about because of the repeated refusal of the Senate to pass legislation which has been 
approved by the House of Representatives — the people’s House, the House where alone governments are 
made and unmade. It has come about because despite two successive election victories by the Australian 
Labor Party, despite the clear endorsement by the Australian people at the elections only 11 weeks ago 
of the Party’s policies and of the specifi c measures now before us, the Senate and the Opposition are still 
resolved to obstruct the Government’s program and to frustrate the will of the people.

.  .  . The repeated rejection of this Bill is part of a pattern of obstruction adopted by the Opposition since 
the Australian Labor Government came to power. It has been rightly described by Sir Robert Menzies as a 
falsifi cation of popular democracy. Writing in 1968, Sir Robert said:

It would be a falsifi cation of democracy if on any matter of Government policy approved by the House of 
Representatives, possibly by a large majority, the Senate representing the States and not the people could 
reverse the decision.

source 1 Gough Whitlam, speaking at the joint sitting of Parliament, 6 August 1974 

7.10.1 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Why was it necessary to hold a half Senate 
election before 30 June 1974?

2 What are ‘supply’ bills?
3 What did the Opposition hope to achieve by 

refusing to pass the supply bills in April 1974?
4 Outline two key changes that came about 

as a result of the joint sitting of Parliament in 
August 1974.

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

5 Examine source 1.
a What accusation is Whitlam directing at the 

Opposition parties?
b Why do you think Whitlam quoted Robert 

Menzies in his speech?

7.10.2 Difficulties and scandals
As the Whitlam government settled into its second term, a variety of challenges arose, as well 
as events regarded by many as government scandals. In March 1975, Malcolm Fraser again 
challenged Billy Snedden for the Liberal Party leadership and this time he was successful. He 
was to prove a more formidable opponent for Whitlam and was very successful at highlighting 
problems within the government.

Economic challenges
In October 1973, members of the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) 
imposed restrictions on the export of oil to western countries. Th is was in response to the USA’s 
support of Israel in the Arab–Israeli War of that year. Th e restrictions on oil supply caused large 
increases in the international price of oil, so that by March 1974, the price of oil had quadrupled 
since the previous October. Th is rapid rise in oil prices led to problems of infl ation within a 
number of western countries, including Australia. Australians had been used to an infl ation rate 
of around fi ve per cent in the early 1970s, but this rose rapidly after October 1973, eventually 
reaching as high as 18 per cent by early 1975 (see source 2). Th is rise in prices led to demands 
for wage increases, which in turn put pressure on business costs, further pushing up the infl ation 
rate. Th e continued high rate of spending by the Whitlam government on its social program also 
contributed to the high infl ation rate. Naturally the Opposition in Parliament were quick to use 
these economic diffi  culties as a weapon against the government.

did you know?

Campaign 
memorabilia from 
the Whitlam era 
has become 
collectable. T-shirts 
featuring the ‘It’s 
Time’ slogan 
(see section 7.9.2 
source 3) are the 
most sought-after 
and can fetch $100 
if in mint condition. 
Campaign badges 
for the 1974 election 
campaign featuring 
catchcries such as 
‘We want Gough’, 
‘Give Gough a 
Go’ and ‘Shame, 
Fraser, shame’ are 
now available on 
eBay. Interest by 
collectors has been 
stimulated by the 
death of Gough 
Whitlam in 2014 
and the fortieth 
anniversary of the 
Dismissal in 2015. 

infl ation a rapid rise in 
the prices of goods and 
services bought and 
sold within the economy
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Source: ABS 6401.0, RBA
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source 2 Australia’s rate of infl ation 1963–2013

Claims of ‘impropriety’
In late 1974, the government sought to borrow $4 billion from overseas, through a dealer called 
Tirath Khemlani. Th e method of borrowing and the dealer engaged to arrange it were outside the 
normal channels for such a loan, and eventually the idea was abandoned. Th is became known as the 
Loans Aff air, and it seriously harmed the reputation of the government, because it could be accused 
of doing secret deals and not following correct procedures. While this was happening, Whitlam was 
also forced to reshuffl  e his Cabinet several times. Minister for Minerals and Energy, Rex Connor 
was forced to resign because he had been the architect of the Loans Aff air. In addition, Treasurer 
Jim Cairns was also required to resign, because he misled Parliament over the Loans Aff air, and 
because he was accused of having an extramarital aff air with his private secretary. Th e government 
was beginning to take on air of scandal. In early 1975, Whitlam off ered his former deputy, 
Lance Barnard a diplomatic post in Scandinavia, which led to a by-election in Barnard’s seat of Bass 
in northern Tasmania. Th e by-election, held in June 1975, saw a swing of over 14 per cent to the 
Liberals, in a seat that had been held by Labor for more than 35 of the previous 40 years.

Stacking the Senate
After the 1974 election, the 60-member Senate included 29 ALP government senators, 
29 Liberal–Country Party Coalition senators, and two independents, one of whom had 
previously been a Liberal politician in South Australia, while the other joined the Liberal Party 
in February 1975. Th is meant that by early 1975, Whitlam faced a Senate with half its members 
opposed to his government. In February 1975, Labor Senator Lionel Murphy resigned from the 
Senate to take up a position as a Justice on the High Court of Australia, creating a Senate vacancy 
in New South Wales. It had been accepted practice that when a Senate vacancy occurred, the 
relevant state government would appoint a person nominated by the same political party to fi ll 
the vacancy, but the Liberal Premier of NSW appointed an independent Senator. In June 1975, a 
Labor senator from Queensland died, and the Country Party premier of that state also refused to 
accept the nomination of the Labor Party to fi ll the vacancy. Instead he appointed a man named 
Albert Field, who was nominally a Labor Party member, but who was known to be anti-Whitlam. 
Th e ALP immediately expelled Field from the party, so he was eff ectively another independent. 
Th is meant that by mid-1975, the Labor government had only 27 Senators whose votes it could 
rely on, while the Opposition had 30.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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7.10.2 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 The Whitlam government was confronted with a major economic challenge during 1974–75.
a What was this challenge?
b Why had this problem arisen?

2 Identify and explain two ways in which the Whitlam government appeared to be involved in 
scandals by 1975.

3 Why were Senate numbers a serious problem for the government by mid-1975?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 Examine source 2.
a What was the 5-year average rate of infl ation at the time of the election of the 

Whitlam government?
b When did the infl ation rate peak at almost 18 per cent?
c What was the infl ation rate by September 1975?
d During what period did the 5-year average fi nally drop below 10 per cent?
e Why would soaring infl ation rates as shown in the graph represent a problem for 

a government?

7.10.3 The Dismissal
In August 1975, Treasurer Bill Hayden presented the government’s budget for 1975–76 to 
Parliament. In order for the budget to be implemented it has to be voted on by both Houses of 
Parliament, so that ‘supply’ can be granted to the government. When the relevant bills came 
before the Senate on 16 October 1975, the Opposition decided to postpone a vote on them, 
hoping to force the government to hold an election. Opinion polling and the result in the 
Bass by-election in June had given Malcolm Fraser and the Coalition confi dence that they 
could win such an election. Th e deadlock continued in Parliament into early November, until 
the Governor-General, Sir John Kerr, dismissed the government at around 1 pm on 
11 November, appointed Malcolm Fraser as caretaker prime minister and called an election to 
be held on 13 December. By late afternoon in Canberra, a crowd had gathered outside 
Parliament House calling ‘We want Gough’ (see source 3). In other cities of Australia, 
students and unionists stormed Liberal Party headquarters and staged mass demonstrations 
protesting the sacking. Th e election campaign was one of the most bitterly fought in Australia’s 
history. Th e Labor Party adopted the call from outside Parliament on 11 November — ‘We 
want Gough’ — as its campaign slogan, and attempted to paint the Coalition as representing 
big business instead of ordinary people. Th e Liberal and National–Country Parties ran a 
campaign highlighting what they saw as the Labor government’s failures. In the subsequent 
election, the Coalition led by Malcolm Fraser won 91 seats to Labor’s 36, in the biggest 
landslide victory in Australia’s history.

source 3 Shortly after the dismissal, Gough Whitlam appeared on the 
steps of Parliament House to deliver one of the most famous speeches 
in Australian political history.

Ladies and gentleman, well may 
we say God Save the Queen 
because nothing will save the 
Governor-General. 

The proclamation which you have just 
heard read by the Governor-General’s 
offi cial secretary was countersigned 
‘Malcolm Fraser’ who will undoubtedly 
go down in Australian history from 
Remembrance Day 1975 as Kerr’s cur.

weblink
dismissal speech
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source 4 The front pages of The Courier Mail and The Australian newspapers, 12 November 1975, 
reporting on the dismissal of Gough Whitlam and the forthcoming election 

7.10.3 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Why did the Coalition parties decide to postpone the Senate vote on supply?
2 What made the Coalition parties believe they could win an election if one were held at that time?
3 How did the Governor-General resolve the deadlock?
4 What was the result of the election held in December 1975?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

5 Describe what is happening in source 3 and explain the signifi cance of this photograph for 
Australia’s political history.

6 What do you think Whitlam meant when he declared that ‘nothing will save the Governor-General’?
7 What is a cur? Why do you think Whitlam used this term in reference to Malcolm Fraser?

7.10.4 Was the dismissal justified?
Th e dismissal of the Whitlam government was a political crisis that came to be one of the most 
hotly debated issues in recent Australian history. Was it appropriate for a democratically elected 
government to be dismissed in this way by an unelected Governor-General? On the other hand, 
were the voters not entitled to pass judgement on a government mired in scandal and controversy? 
In assessing the diff erent views on the dismissal, the following points can be considered:
• Th e Governor-General has the constitutional power to dismiss a government. Sections 62 

and 64 of the Australian Constitution give the Governor-General the power to appoint 
any member of Parliament to the position of minister, including prime minister, and to 
dismiss a member from holding that position. Th e normal convention is that those holding 
these positions will be appointed from the party that has a majority of seats in the House of 
Representatives, although this is not specifi ed in the Constitution.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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• Th e Governor-General is expected to act on the advice of his or her ministers. Section 63 of the 
Constitution refers to the Governor-General acting in this way. Th is would generally mean 
that the advice of the prime minister or another minister should take precedence over any 
other advice a Governor-General might seek from any other person.

• In order to break the deadlock over supply between the two Houses of Parliament, Prime 
Minister Whitlam proposed holding an election for half the Senate, which would have allowed 
the two new senators from each of the territories to be elected. He advised the Governor-
General of this on 11 November and expected Sir John Kerr to follow his advice. Instead, 
the Governor-General told Whitlam that he would be withdrawing his commission as 
prime minister and appointing Malcolm Fraser as caretaker PM.

• On 19 October 1975, Kerr contacted Whitlam asking for his approval for the Governor-
General to consult with the chief Justice of the High Court, Sir Garfi eld Barwick, on the 
constitutional issues arising from the deadlock over supply. Whitlam refused, believing that 
the Governor-General was required to follow the advice of his ministers, not that of the 
Chief Justice. Kerr sought Barwick’s opinion anyway, initially in secret, although the Chief 
Justice released his advice publicly a week after the dismissal. Barwick’s position was that the 
Governor-General had a duty to dismiss a prime minister who could not guarantee supply 
(see source 5).

source 5 Barwick’s written advice to Kerr on 9 November 1975

.  .  . a Prime Minister who cannot ensure supply to the Crown, including funds for carrying on the ordinary 
services of Government, must either advise a general election .  .  . or resign. If, being unable to secure 
supply, he refuses to take either course, Your Excellency has the constitutional authority to withdraw his 
Commission as Prime Minister.

(Quoted in Kelly, P. and Bramston, T., The Dismissal, 2015)

• In addition to seeking the advice of Chief Justice Barwick, Kerr had for some months also 
sought the advice of another High Court Justice, Sir Anthony Mason, in relation to the 
constitutional powers of a governor-general to dismiss a prime minister. Kerr had done 
this without even seeking the prime minister’s approval. Mason later maintained that he 
had advised Kerr that he had the power to dismiss the prime minister, but that he had an 
obligation to warn Whitlam beforehand of his intentions (see source 6).

source 6 Article by Sir Anthony Mason, published in Fairfax newspapers, 27 August 2012

In his writings since 9 November 1975, Sir John has strongly defended his decision not to warn 
Mr Whitlam. Although he did not discuss his reasons for that decision with me before or after the 
dismissal, my impression is that Sir John thought that warning the prime minister might lead to Her 
Majesty becoming embroiled in the Australian constitutional controversy and that he wanted to avoid 
such an outcome.

Despite my disagreement with Sir John’s account of events and his decision not to warn the 
Prime Minister, I consider that Sir John was subjected to unjustifi ed vilifi cation for making the decision 
which he made. I consider and have always considered that Sir John acted consistently with his 
duty except in so far as he had a duty to warn the Prime Minister of his intended action and he 
did not do so.

• Kerr was unwilling to warn Whitlam that he was considering dismissing him. Th e appointment 
of the governor-general is made by the Queen, acting on the advice of the prime minister of 
Australia. Kerr feared that if he warned Whitlam of his intentions, Whitlam would request 
that the Queen withdraw his commission as governor-general.

• At the time of the dismissal, both Malcolm Fraser and Sir John Kerr claimed that Fraser had 
not known of Kerr’s plan to dismiss Whitlam until the time that it actually happened. Th is has 
now been shown to be untrue. Some writers have asserted that Kerr was in contact with Fraser 
for at least a week before the dismissal. In June 2006, Fraser signed a statutory declaration 
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confirming that he had taken a phone call from Kerr at 9.55 am on 11 November 1975 in 
which Kerr warned him of his plan to dismiss Whitlam, and discussed the conditions under 
which he would appoint Fraser as caretaker prime minister (quoted in Kelly, P. and Bramston, 
T., The Dismissal, 2015, p. 23).

• Irrespective of the rights and wrongs of the dismissal, many would argue that the people 
had the final say on the issue through their votes on 13 December at the election. The huge 
swing against the government would support the view that Sir John Kerr made the correct 
decision.

• Others would argue that an election was not due until May 1977, and that the government 
should have had an opportunity to run its full term before being judged by the voters. It could 
be argued that the opposition led by Malcolm Fraser was being opportunistic in forcing an 
election at a time when the government was facing difficulties.

Even after more than 40 years, and the deaths of Gough Whitlam in 2014 and Malcolm Fraser in 
2015, opinion remains divided on the issue of the dismissal, although most would agree that the 
events of November 1975 represent a major political crisis in Australian history.

7.10.4 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 Identify and explain two arguments that could be put in favour of the dismissal of Gough 
Whitlam by Sir John Kerr in November 1975.

2 What are two arguments that could be put against the fairness and legitimacy of the dismissal?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

3 According to source 5, what grounds did Sir Garfield Barwick believe that the Governor-General 
had to dismiss Whitlam?

4 From source 6, explain what Sir Anthony Mason believes Sir John Kerr should have done before 
dismissing Whitlam.

5 Even though Kerr did not follow Mason’s advice completely, what is Mason’s view of the 
dismissal?

7.10 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

AnAlysing cAuse And effecT

1 It has been argued that leaders of the Liberal Party believed that they were the natural party of 
government in Australia, and had never been able to accept being defeated in 1972 or 1974. 
Explain whether or not you agree with this suggestion, and provide reasons and examples to 
back up your opinion.

2 To what extent do you believe that the Whitlam government was ultimately responsible for its own fate 
and lost government because of its own mistakes and scandals? Compile a timeline of the key events 
of the Whitlam period (1972–75) to assist you with this task.

deTermining hisToricAl significAnce

3 Almost every participant in the dismissal of the Whitlam government has written an account from their 
own point of view. Historians and political journalists have produced dozens of books on the subject, 
so that it is one of the most intensely scrutinised set of events in Australian political history. Consider 
the following:
a What impact did the dismissal have on the Australian public at the time?
b Research the careers of Gough Whitlam, Malcolm Fraser and Sir John Kerr in the years 

following the dismissal to describe how each was affected in the longer term by their actions 
at the time.

c The events of October and November 1975 eventually led to a successful referendum in 
1977 to change the Constitution in relation to casual vacancies in the Senate. Find out what 
these changes were, and explain why the Australian voters might have been prepared to vote 
for them.

d Was the dismissal of the Whitlam government ‘an attack on democracy’ as some portrayed it at the 
time? Give reasons for your answer.

e Since 1981, governments in Australia have held a majority in the Senate for only one brief 
period, from 2005 to 2008, and yet there has never been another dismissal. What do you think 
this tells us about the long-term legacy of the events of that time?

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
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7.11 The Whitlam legacy
7.11.1 Domestic legacy
After decades of very slow and minimal change in government activity in Australia, the 
Whitlam era saw almost revolutionary change in almost every aspect of Australian life. 
To many people, such change was considered unnecessary at the least, and possibly even 
dangerous. When the pace of change is so rapid and turbulent, mistakes were easily made 
and it may not be so surprising that the Whitlam era ended in political crisis. Nevertheless, 
many of the changes of the Whitlam government proved to be permanent and have endured 
to this day.

In addition to the changes mentioned in section 7.8.3, the Whitlam government achieved 
many other reforms and advances in domestic policy that still influence us today:
• It substantially increased federal government spending on higher education. During its time 

in government, it increased government grants by 348 per cent and student assistance by 
98 per cent. From 1969 until to the end of the Whitlam era, government spending on higher 
education doubled.

• The funding of universities and colleges of advanced education became a Commonwealth 
Government responsibility from the beginning of 1974. The Whitlam government began the 
process of setting up Deakin University in Geelong and put additional funding into a variety 
of specialised university programs, such as the funding of a pioneering Faculty of Medicine at 
Newcastle University.

• Whitlam took the view that education was a public benefit and that expenditure on education 
would not just help individuals get better qualifications, but would provide a boost to the 
nation as a whole. In the early 1950s, the Commonwealth Government had provided 2 per 
cent of education funding across the nation, with the balance coming from state governments. 
By the early 1960s the Commonwealth’s contribution had risen to around 9 per cent. 
The Whitlam government introduced the most dramatic increases to education funding in 
Australia’s history to that time, so that by 1975–76, Commonwealth funding for education 
had risen to almost 42 per cent.

•  The establishment of a universal health care system is a lasting legacy. The legislation 
establishing the first scheme was passed by the joint sitting of Parliament in August 1974, 
and was known as Medibank. It saw the introduction of bulk billing for visits to the 
doctor, the expansion of community health services and treatment for no charge in public 
hospitals. In 1981, the Fraser government effectively abolished universal health cover by 
converting Medibank into a medical insurance fund. In 1983, the Labor Party under the 
leadership of Bob Hawke promised to re-introduce a universal health scheme and was 
successful in defeating the Fraser government. Universal health cover was reintroduced 
in 1984 under the name of Medicare, and it has remained as an important part of our 
health system.

•  The Whitlam government ended a number of discriminatory practices related to 
immigration and citizenship. People from anywhere in the world could apply for a tourist 
visa to visit Australia, removing the previously discriminatory practice of giving preference 
to tourists from northern Europe and North America. The Citizenship Act was reformed to 
remove the provisions that had given immigrants from the United Kingdom precedence 
over Asians and other nationalities when applying to take up Australian citizenship. The 
government also encouraged support for non-English-speaking migrants through the 
creation of radio programs in community languages, establishing migrant education centres 
and funding the provision of multilingual welfare officers and interpreters for emergency 
telephone services.
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• In 1975 Whitlam formally returned areas of traditional land to the Gurindji people of the 
Northern Territory. During the period of the Whitlam government, funding for Aboriginal 
aff airs was increased almost six-fold. In the 1971–72 budget, the previous Liberal government 
had allocated $23 million to Aboriginal aff airs. By the time of the 1975–76 budget, this had been 
increased to $141 million. Whitlam also established the Federal Ministry for Aboriginal Aff airs 
and created the National Aboriginal Consultative Committee (NACC) to provide advice to 
the minister. Th e Whitlam government also repealed Section 64 of the old Migration Act 1958. 
Under this provision, Aboriginal people had been required to seek government permission if they 
wished to leave Australia. Removing this restriction helped provide Aboriginal people with the 
same rights as other Australian citizens. Th e Racial Discrimination Act 1975 came into operation 
on 11 June 1975 and was the fi rst piece of human rights legislation passed by any Australian 
government (see source 1).

source 1 Extract from Gough Whitlam’s speech at the launch of the Offi ce of the Commissioner for 
Community Relations in 1975

The Racial Discrimination Act [1975] wrote it fi rmly into the legislation that Australia is in reality a 
multicultural nation, in which the linguistic and cultural heritage of the Aboriginal people and of peoples 
from all parts of the world can fi nd an honoured place .  .  . For the fi rst time Australia affi rmed its 
opposition to all forms of racial discrimination .  .  . The Act, inadequate as it is in many respects, is still 
the best guarantee that Australians have ever had that the dark forces of bigotry and prejudice which 
have prevailed so often in the past will never again be able to exercise infl uences far greater than their 
numbers in the community.

• Th e principle of no-fault divorce was introduced with the enactment of the Family Law Act 
1975. Prior to 1975, there had been 14 diff erent grounds for divorce. Most of these required 
the person who wanted a divorce to prove fault on the part of their partner. Th e Family Law 
Act established the single grounds of irreconcilable breakdown of the relationship as the sole 
basis for divorce. Th is led to an immediate increase in the divorce rate, although the rate 
stabilised during the 1980s (see source 2).

• Other signifi cant domestic reform policies of the Whitlam government included: the creation 
of Albury–Wodonga as a signifi cant regional centre designed to encourage decentralisation 
away from the major capital cities; the re-design of the Australian passport, so that it no longer 
referred to Australians as British subjects; the establishment of important Australian cultural 
institutions such as the Australian Film Commission, the Australia Council, the Australian 
Heritage Commission, the Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service, a National Film and 
Television School, and the Australian National Gallery; and the creation of important bodies 
for monitoring and improving legal processes, such as the Trade Practices Commission and the 
Australian Law Reform Commission.
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source 2 Graph showing the divorce rate in Australia 1961–88

Source: Adapted from Family Matters, no. 26, April 1990, and H. A. Finlay & R. J. Bailey-Harris, Family Law in 
Australia, 1989.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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7.11.1 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 In what ways did the Whitlam government make signifi cant changes to education during its time 
in government?

2 Explain the legacy of the Whitlam government in the area of health care.
3 How did Whitlam set out to keep his original 1972 promises to Aboriginal people?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 Use source 1 to explain Whitlam’s view of the value of the Racial Discrimination Act.
5 Using source 2, what would you conclude was the impact of the Family Law Act 1975?
6 Why there were fewer divorces before the Family Law Act than after it had come into operation?
7 Explain how some people might use source 2 as the basis for criticising the Family Law Act.

7.11.2 Foreign policy legacy
Whitlam wanted Australia to have a foreign policy that refl ected the particular interests of this 
nation, particularly in relation to its immediate region. He believed that Australia should pursue 
its own international priorities, not just refl ect its traditional ties to Britain and the United States. 
He wanted to ensure that Australia would no longer blindly follow its allies into wars such as that 
in Vietnam, and to remove the notion that our choice of allies should be determined primarily by 
our traditional racial and English-speaking similarities to countries such as the US and Britain. 
He had a vision of Australia as a leading international advocate for human rights, justice and 
tolerance. In order to achieve these aims, the following policies were pursued:
• Whitlam was a strong supporter of international human rights treaties and wanted them to 

become part of the Australian legal framework. He felt that it was important for Australia to be 
seen as a leading international leader in this area. Th e Whitlam government was quick to ratify 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Six other international conventions were ratifi ed during 
the Whitlam era, and the government also provided international support and advocacy for 
an additional fi ve international human rights agreements. Whitlam was a strong supporter of 
the United Nations, and wanted to see Australia take its place as a leading participant in UN 
activities. To this end, his government committed increased resources to UN bodies such as the 
World Health Organization (WHO), the International Labour Organization (ILO), and the 
United Nations Educational, Scientifi c and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). By enacting 
the Racial Discrimination Act 1975, the government was able to implement the UN’s 1965 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (see source 3).

source 3 Whitlam’s view of Australia’s role in international relations

Australia’s international relations, like those of any other country, must always be directed to maintaining the 
nation’s security and integrity. An approach to foreign policy, however, which is solely an extension of defence 
policy .  .  . will, in the long run, distort both foreign and defence policies.

The change in the Australian government came at a time of very great changes in international relations .  .  .

The central aim of my government’s foreign policy will be to do all we can as a medium-sized power to help all 
nations, including the great powers and not least our great ally, to make the most of the new opportunities now 
presenting themselves .  .  .

Australia, House of Representatives, Debates, 1973, pp. 2643–4.

• Australia established diplomatic relations with China and appointed Dr Stephen Fitzgerald, a 
well-known expert on China, as Australia’s ambassador to Beijing. Th e Chinese government 
also agreed to open an embassy in Canberra. Australia’s diplomatic recognition of China 
created a new, friendlier relationship with that country. It provided the basis for an expansion 
in trade between the two countries, the beginning of a number of cultural exchange programs 
and a booming two-way tourism trade that has had benefi ts for both countries (see source 4). 
Today China is Australia’s largest trading partner, providing over 50 per cent of our export 
income and selling us almost 40 per cent of our imports.

ratify a country 
is said to ratify an 
international treaty when 
its government formally 
agrees to be bound 
by that treaty, usually 
by passing legislation 
in the parliament.
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source 4 Photograph showing Prime Minister Gough Whitlam with Premier Zhou Enlai during Whitlam’s 
1973 visit to the People’s Republic of China

• Australia gained control of British New Guinea in 1906, renaming it the Territory of Papua. 
In 1920, the League of Nations granted Australia control over the former German colony of 
New Guinea. After World War II, Australia continued to administer the combined territories 
of Papua and New Guinea under a UN trusteeship, with the understanding that the territories 
would eventually gain independence. Previous governments had made very little progress 
towards this goal, but Whitlam was a strong believer in self-determination for the former 
colonies of the European imperial powers. His government acted quickly, granting Papua New 
Guinea self-government in 1973 and independence in 1975. 

• Th e Whitlam government initiated a number of additional foreign policy changes, including 
instructing Australia’s representatives at the UN to support self-determination for the continuing 
African colonies of Angola, Mozambique and Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe); decreasing 
the emphasis on military agreements such as SEATO and looking instead at creating peaceful 
agreements with countries in the Asian region, such as China and Japan; promoting greater 
acknowledgement of Australia’s national identity and independence by replacing the British 
national anthem of ‘God Save Th e Queen’ with a uniquely Australian anthem; the introduction 
of the a new system of honours known as the Order of Australia to replace the outdated system 
of imperial honours; and reinforcing the High Court of Australia’s position as the country’s 
highest court, by abolishing legal appeals to the Privy Council in Britain.
Th e Whitlam government came to power at a time when the Liberal–Country Party Coalition 

was divided, and appeared to lack any appetite to implement the sort of changes the Australian 
people were seeking. Gough Whitlam himself struck a chord with the voters, and his vision 
inspired many to see that a new and diff erent future was possible. While the government made 
mistakes, constant obstruction from an opposition-controlled Senate created a sense of crisis that 
prevented Whitlam and his government from achieving all of their vision. In the end, the refusal 
to pass the supply bills and the actions of the Governor-General precipitated a constitutional 
drama that many believe is the most signifi cant political crisis Australia has experienced. Despite 
this, much of Whitlam’s legacy remains and the three years of his government is widely regarded 
as a major turning point in Australia’s political history.

did you know?

After watching 
TV coverage of 
Gough Whitlam’s 
visit to China, a 
young high school 
student named 
Kevin Rudd wrote 
to Mr Whitlam to 
ask his advice 
on how he might 
become a diplomat. 
Whitlam’s advice 
was that he should 
learn a foreign 
language. Rudd 
went on to study 
at the Australian 
National University 
in Canberra, 
gaining fi rst class 
honours in Chinese 
language and 
history. He then 
spent time as a 
diplomat at the 
Australian embassy 
in Beijing. At the 
time he was prime 
minister of Australia, 
he was the only 
Western leader 
who was fl uent in 
Mandarin.
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Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
Australia’s international relationships

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

7.11.2 Activities

check your undersTAnding

1 In what ways did the Whitlam government embrace 
international human rights treaties and agreements?

2 Why did Whitlam hasten the process of granting 
independence to Papua New Guinea?

3 How did Whitlam seek to reinforce Australia’s 
independence from Britain?

using hisToricAl sources As evidence

4 What are the two key ideas in source 3 that Whitlam 
thought should form the basis of Australia’s international 
relations?

5 What did he consider to be an approach to foreign policy 
that would ‘distort both foreign and defence policies’?

6 Identify the main aim that Whitlam identifi es as central to 
his government’s foreign policy.

7 Which nation is he referring to with the words ‘our 
great ally’.

8 What was the message you believe the photographer 
of source 4 was attempting to convey. Explain 
how both opponents and supporters of the Whitlam 
government within Australia might have reacted to a 
photo such as this.

7.11 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 Identify and explain two examples of the way 
in which the Whitlam government changed 
the direction of Australian foreign policy.

2 Despite changes and new initiatives, the 
government continued at least one broad 
policy direction that had existed for 30 years. 
What was that policy?

deTermining hisToricAl significAnce

3 The establishment of diplomatic relations 
with China was an important and signifi cant 
step for the Whitlam government.

a What impact do you believe it may have 
had on the attitudes of Australians towards 
communism at that time?

b In what ways has it affected ordinary 
Australian and Chinese people in the 
40 years since?

c How has it impacted on the Australian 
economy?

d Would you regard this recognition as 
having had a major impact on Australia? 
Justify your answer.

7.12 SkillBuilder: Interpreting 
historians’ perspectives

What are historical perspectives?

Historical inquiry is a process that involves formulating inquiry questions, identifying evidence such 
as primary and secondary sources, then interrogating, interpreting, analysing and evaluating those 
sources in order to reach conclusions about an event or events from the past.

Go to your learnON course to access:
• An explanation of the skill (Tell me)
• A step-by-step process to develop the skill, with an example 

(Show me)
• An activity to allow you to practise the skill (Let me do it)
• Questions to test your application of the skill 

(Applying skills)
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7.13 Review
This final subtopic provides a range of opportunities  
for you to review and respond through:
i revising and checking your historical knowledge
ii demonstrating your ability to apply historical concepts 

and skills.

Go to your learnON course to access:
• A key chronology of events relevant to the topic
• A summary of the key knowledge presented in 

the topic
• A ‘Big Questions’ activity
• A multiple choice topic test
• Short answer or extended writing responses

Interactivity 
Political crisis  
timeline
Use this interactivity to 
create a visual timeline 
of the key events 
in Australian and 
international politics 
between 1945 and 
1975
int-6776
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